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Abstract. We describe a categorification of the Double Affine Hecke Algebra HH associated with an affine Lie algebra b
g, a categorification of the polynomial representation and a
categorification of Macdonald polynomials.
All categorification results are given in the derived setting. That is, we consider the
derived category associated with graded modules over the Lie superalgera I[ξ], where I ⊂ b
g
is the Iwahori subalgebra of the affine Lie algebra and ξ is a formal odd variable. The Euler
characteristic of graded characters of a complex of I[ξ]-modules is considered as an element
of a polynomial representation. First, we show that the compositions of induction and
restriction functors associated with minimal parabolic subalgebras pi categorify Demazure
operators Ti + 1 ∈ HH, meaning that all algebraic relations of Ti have categorical meanings.
Second, we describe a natural collection of complexes EMλ of I[ξ]-modules whose Euler
characteristic is equal to nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials Eλ for dominant λ and a
natural collection of complexes of g[z, ξ]-modules PMλ whose Euler characteristic is equal
to the symmetric Macdonald polynomial Pλ .
We illustrate our theory with the example g = sl2 where we construct the cyclic representations of Lie superalgebra I[ξ] such that their supercharacters coincide with renormalizations of nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials.
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0. Introduction
Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra with weight lattice P and Weyl group W . Then the
ring of symmetric functions Z[P]W is the ring of characters
g-modules.
Pof ﬁnite-dimensional
α
The collection of sums of monomials over orbits mλ = α∈W λ e is called the monomial
basis of the ring of symmetric functions. Here λ belongs to the set of integral dominant
weights P+ . I. G. Macdonald [MD] deﬁned a two-parameter pairing h-, -iq,t on Zq,t [P]W (:=
Q(q, t) ⊗Z Z[P]W ) and a family of orthogonal polynomials {Pλ (q, t), λ ∈ P+ } resulting from
the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process applied to the monomial basis with respect to
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the standard partial ordering of weights:
hPλ , Pµ iq,t = 0 if λ 6= µ & Pλ = mλ +

X

cλ,µ mµ .

µ<λ

Though the ordering is partial:

λ ≥ µ ⇔ λ − µ = sum of positive roots,
even so, the set of all polynomials is still orthogonal. That is, the polynomials Pλ and Pµ
are orthogonal even when dominant weights λ and µ are not comparable.
One of the main purposes of this paper is to describe a possible categoriﬁcation of Macdonald polynomials. We consider the category of bigraded modules over the Lie superalgebra
of currents g ⊗ C[z, ξ]. Here the ﬁrst q-grading is assigned to the even variable z and the
second t-grading is assigned to the odd variable ξ. As shown in [Kh] (see also [FGT],[F]) the
Euler characteristic of extension groups categoriﬁes the Macdonald pairing h-, -iq,t :
X
(−1)i q k tl dim Extig⊗C[z,ξ]-gmod (M{k, l}, N X )
(0.1)
hgch(M), gch(N)iq,t =
i≥0,
k,l∈Z

whenever the right hand side is a well deﬁned power series. Here gch(M) denotes the graded
supercharacter of a bigraded h-semisimple g⊗C[z, ξ]-module M, M{k, l} denotes the graded
shift of the module M, and N X denotes the restricted dual module twisted by the Cartan
antiinvolution.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to ﬁnd a family of bigraded modules whose graded characters are equal to Macdonald polynomials Pλ , because it is known that Pλ are not Schurpositive for λ suﬃciently large. Therefore, one can expect a categoriﬁcation in terms of
derived category instead of abelian one. For each dominant λ we construct a complex PMλ
of bigraded g ⊗ C[z, ξ]-modules whose Euler characteristic of characters is proportional to
the Macdonald polynomials Pλ and whose cohomology does not contain g-submodules with
weights not less than or equal to λ (Corollary 4.24). In order to convince the reader that
the complexes PMλ we constructed are natural let us outline several other categoriﬁcation
results invented in this paper. For technical reasons, we assume that g has no G2 components
in the below.
First, as suggested by I.Cherednik in [Ch2], we replace the symmetric pairing by the
nonsymmetric one and consider the orthogonal basis consisting of nonsymmetric Macdonald
polynomials Eλ . These polynomials constitute an orthogonal basis of the ring of all (not
only symmetric) functions Z[P]q,t and appear as a result of the Gram-Schmidt process with
respect to the Cherednik partial ordering ≺ of all weights (see (4.1) for a detailed deﬁnition
of the ordering). On the categorical level, Cherednik’s nonsymmetric pairing corresponds to
the Ext-pairing of modules over the Lie superalgebra I[ξ]. Here I is the Iwahori subalgebra
of the aﬃne Lie algebra b
g and we have I[ξ] ⊂ g[z, ξ] ⊂ b
g[ξ].
Second, we explain the following categoriﬁcation of the (extended) Aﬃne Hecke Algebra
H which we consider as the main categoriﬁcation result of this paper. Let b ⊂ g be the Borel
subalgebra and pi ⊃ b be the minimal parabolic subalgebra associated with a given simple
root αi from a root system ∆ associated with g. Then there exists a restriction functor Resi
between the categories of graded pi [ξ]-modules and b[ξ]-modules. The corresponding left
adjoint functor Indi is the maximal pi -integrable quotient of the induced module. Indi is not
exact and the corresponding derived functor, called the derived induction, is denoted LIndi .
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The main protagonists of this article are the endofunctors T
– i deﬁned from the distinguished
triangles of derived endofunctors of the bounded derived category Db (b[ξ]-gmod):
η

+1

Idb[ξ] → Resi ◦ LIndi → T
– i → Idb[ξ] [1].
Theorem (Theorem 4.6). The following collection of endofunctors of the derived category
D(b[ξ]-gmod) categoriﬁes the aﬃne Hecke algebra H associated with the root system ∆:
– The ξ-degree shift endofunctor t categoriﬁes the Hecke parametr t;
– for each λ ∈ P the weight shift endofunctors Xλ categoriﬁes X λ ∈ H;
– for each simple root αi the endofunctors T
– i categoriﬁes the Hecke generator Ti .
In other words, with each generating relation in H we assign an isomorphism of the corresponding derived endofunctors:
• The set of all T
– i satisfy braid relations:
T
– i◦T
– j ◦ ... ≃ T
– j ◦T
– i ◦ . . . with mi,j = ordW (si sj ).
|
{z
} |
{z
}
mi,j factors

mi,j factors

• Each endofunctor T
– i is an autoequivalence of D(b[ξ]-gmod) and the inverse endofunctor is isomorphic to the endofunctor
cone(t ◦ Resi ◦ LIndi → Idb [−1]).
What means that we categorify the following equality
Ti−1 = t−1 Ti + t−1 − 1 ⇔ (Ti + 1)(Ti − t) = 0
• The pairs of functors T
– i and Xλ do satisfy the following compatibility conditions:
Xλ ◦ T
–i≃T
– i ◦ Xλ , if hαi , λi = 0;
Xλ ◦ T
– i ≃ t−1 T
– ′i ◦ Xλ−α [1], if hαi , λi = 1.
The double aﬃne Hecke algebra HH almost coincides with the aﬃne Hecke algebra of the
aﬃne Lie algebra b
g and its categoriﬁcation is straightforward. In particular, the operators
µ
Y ∈ HH indexed by elements of coroot lattice Q∨ admit a well deﬁned categoriﬁcation
(as endofunctors Y µ of the derived category of the modules over supercurrents of Ivahori
subalgera I[ξ]) and we can state our third categoriﬁcation result:
Theorem (Theorem 4.10). For each dominant weight λ there exists a well deﬁned object
EMλ ∈ D− (I[ξ]-gmod) such that the components of weight µ vanish in cohomology whenever
µ 6 λ and, in addition,
• The subspace of weight λ in H s (EMλ ) is equal to zero for s 6= 0, and is onedimensional for s = 0;
• For all µ ∈ Q∨+ there exists an isomorphism Y µ (EMλ )∼
=q−hµ,λi (EMλ ).
Recall that nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials are eigen-functions for the operators
Y µ ∈ HH and, therefore, the graded supercharater of EMλ is equal to Eλ .
The forth categoriﬁcation result deals with the Cherednik symmetrization functor:
Theorem (Theorem 2.20). The composition of derived induction and restriction functors:
Resg

LIndg

D(I[ξ]-gmod) → D(g[z, ξ]-gmod) → D(I[ξ]-gmod)
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P
categoriﬁes the Cherednik symmetrization functor P := w∈W Tw ∈ HH. Here Indg denotes
the left adjoint to the restriction functor Resg : g[z, ξ]-gmod → I[ξ]-gmod.
Consequently, for each dominant λ the complex PMλ := LIndg (EMλ ) ∈ D(g[z, ξ]-gmod)
categorify the corresponding Macdonald polynomials Pλ (Corollary 4.24).
0.1. Conjectures verified for g = sl2 . The following list of conjectures should persuade
the reader to dwell on the categoriﬁcations we suggest:
Conjecture 0.2. For each λ ∈ P with λ = uλ λ− (where λ− is antidominant and uλ ∈ W is
the shortest element in the ﬁnite Weyl group) there exists a complex of graded I[ξ]-modules
EMλ yielding the following properties:
• The weight support of the cohomology of EMλ is less or equal to λ− ;
l(µ)+hu−1 (2ρ),µi
λ

2
• For all µ ∈P
Q∨ there exists an isomorphism Y µ (EMλ ) ≃ t
q−hλ,µi EMλ ,
where 2ρ = β∈∆+ β and l(µ) is the length of the coweight µ considered as an element
of the aﬃne Weyl group W af .

As we already mentioned we explain the existance of EMλ for dominant λ in §4.5, the similar arguments can be used to construct EMλ for antidominant λ, however, these arguments
does not work for general λ. The supercharacter of the conjectured complex EMλ should
coincide with Macdonald polynomial Eλ up to a common factor depending on q and t and
this is why we can call them Macdonald modules.
We also believe that the complexes PMλ deﬁned above as LIndg (EMλ ) (for dominant λ)
are eigen objects with respect to the action of the endofunctor PY µ P, just as the Macdonald
polynomials Pλ are eigen functions for the operators PY µ P ∈ HH. An essential diﬀerence
to the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials us that the corresponding eigen value is not
a monomial in q and t and the precise meaning of the categorical eigen function requires a
delicate description which we want to omit here.
Moreover, any bounds of the vanishing of hom-spaces between diﬀerent Macdonald complexes EMλ (whose existance we conjecture) will imply the categoriﬁcation of the orthogonality of nonsymmetric polynomials as outlined in the following
Conjecture 0.3.
• For all pairs of integral weights λ 6= µ the following vanishing
property holds:
q
hom (EMλ , EMµ ) = 0.
• For all pairs of integral dominant weights λ 6= µ the following holds:
q

hom (PMλ , PMµ ) = 0
The good news is that all aformentioned conjectures are veriﬁed for g = sl2 and, moreover,
everything can be categoriﬁed on the level of modules rather than complexes. For each k ∈ Z
the I[ξ]-module EMkω is said to be a cyclic module generated by a cyclic vector wkω of the
weight kω subject to the following list of relations:
(
ez a ξ b wkω = 0, a ≥ 0, b = 0, 1; (f z)k wkω = 0; hξwkω = 0, if k ≥ 0,
f z a ξ bwkω = 0, a > 0, b = 0, 1; e−k+1 wkω = 0; hξwkω = 0. if k < 0.
Let us outline the properties of the modules EMkω we proved:
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(Theorem 5.32) The supercharacter of the cyclic I[ξ]-module EMkω is equal to the integral form of
the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomial Ekω . In particular, we have dim EMkω =
dim EM−(k+1)ω = 4k for k ∈ Z≥0 .
(Theorem 5.34) There are isomorphisms for all k ∈ Z≥0 :
Y ω (EMkω ) ≃ q−k EMkω ;

Y −ω (EM−kω ) ≃ t−1 qk EMkω .

q

(Corollary 5.40) The Ext-vanishing property hom (EMkω , EMmω ) = 0 holds for all k 6= m ∈ Z.
0.2. Structure of the paper. The paper is organized as follows:
The main triangulated functors: restriction Resi , derived induction LIndi and their superposition –
Di := Resi ◦ LIndi are deﬁned in §1.3 in order to formulate the categoriﬁcation
of the aﬃne Hecke algebra in §1.4.
We work out by direct computation the detailed descritption of the Demazure functors –
Di
in §2 which has to be done carefully for the case g = sl2 (§2.1,§2.2). We compute the iterated
superpositions of the corresponding abelian functors for suﬃciently dominant weights in §2.3.
The modules we describe are found be cyclic and may be viewed as the generalization of the
Demazure modules and generalized Weyl modules introduced in [FM].
The proof of the categoriﬁcation theorem for the aﬃne Hecke algebra is contained in §3.
We start with an explanation of the common methods in §3.1 and prove the categoriﬁcation of
each equality in a separate subsection. The exception is §3.3 where we prove an intermediate
result on duality between induction and coinduction which is used several times later in the
text.
Section 4 is devoted to categoriﬁcation of (nonsymmetric) Macdonald polynomials. After
recalling the standard notations in §4.1 we review the convex Cherednik partial order in §4.2.
We then go to adapt the categories and triangulated functors we considered in §2.2 to the
aﬃne setting in §4.3 and §4.4. We conclude Section 4 by describing the desired categoriﬁcation of nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials for dominant weights. Section 4.6 contains
the categoriﬁcation of the Cherednik symmetrization operator and explains the relationship
between complexes that categorify symmetric and nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials.
The ﬁnal Section 5 contains a detailed description of all objects of §4, worked out for
g = sl2 . Suprisingly, for sl2 one can categorify both symmetric and nonsymmetric Macdonald
polynomials by means of cyclic modules, whose description is presented in §5.1.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank I.Anno, A.Bondal, B.Feigin, A.Kuznetsov
for stimulating discussions. We thank I.Marshall and E.Feigin for useful comments on the
exposition of the text. A. Kh. was carried out within the HSE University Basic Research
Program and funded (jointly) by the Russian Academic Excellence Project ’5-100’. Ie. M.
was partially supported by the grant RSF 19-11-00056 and JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number
18F18014. S. K was partially supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number JP19H01782.
1. Categorification of AHA: statement of results
We work over an algebraically closed ﬁeld k of characteristic zero. It is worth mentioning
that many our constructions are well deﬁned for positive characteristics and will be discussed
elsewhere.
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1.1. Notation conventions. It is worth mentioning to say that there are many diﬀerent
objects, that are denoted in the literature by the same letter. For example, the standard
notations for the weight lattice, the Macdonald polynomial and the Cherednik symmetrization functor uses the capital letter P . We use diﬀerent fonts in order to separate objects of
diﬀerent nature.
• the mathsf font is used for root and weight lattices Q ⊂ P;
• the font mathpzc is used for elements of Hecke algebra: e.g. Ti , P , X , Y ;
• the ordinary font is used for Macdonald polynomials: e.g. Pλ , Eλ ;
• the bold letters are used for the (derived) functors: e.g. –
Di , T
– i , Xλ , t;
• the mathbold letters are used for modules and complexes. E.g. PMλ , EMλ are symmetric and nonsymmetric Macdonald complexes.
1.2. Setup. Suppose that g is a simple Lie algebra that is not of type G2 . We denote its set
of roots, together with a chosen set of positive roots by ∆ = ∆+ ⊔ ∆− (∆− = −∆+ ). Let
Π := {α1 , . . . , αr } ⊂ ∆+ be the set of simple roots and I := {1, . . . , r} be the indexing set
of simple roots. These data uniquely deﬁnes the Cartan decomposition: g = n− ⊕ h ⊕ n+ =
n− ⊕ b+ , we will mostly omit the index for the positive Borel subalgebra identifying b and
b+ . The sl2 -triple assigned to a positive root αi ∈ ∆+ is denoted by hei = eαi , hi , fi := e−αi i,
where ej is a ﬁxed root vector for every β ∈ ∆.
Let P ⊂ h∗ be the integral weight lattice of g. Let Q ⊂ P be the sublattice spanned by
∆ (root lattice). Denote by P+ – the set of dominant weights, i.e. λ ∈ P+ iﬀ ∀αi ∈ Π we
have hλ, αi i ≥ 0. Let Q∨ be the dual lattice of P with a natural pairing h•, •i : Q∨ × P → Z.
We deﬁne Π∨ ⊂ Q∨ to be the set of positive simple coroots, and let Q∨+ ⊂ Q∨ be the set of
non-negative integer span of Π∨ .
Let W be the Weyl group of g. We ﬁx bijections I ∼
= Π∨ so that i ∈ I corresponds
=Π∼
to αi ∈ Π, its coroot αi∨ ∈ Π∨ , and a simple reﬂection si ∈ W corresponding to αi . Let
{̟i }i∈I ⊂ P+ be the set of fundamental weights (i.e. hαi∨ , ̟j i = δij ). We denote by G the
simply connected algebraic group over k whose Lie algebra is g. For each J ⊂ I, we have
a parabolic Lie subalgebra pJ ⊂ g generated by b+ and the root subspaces {fi }i∈J . In case
J = {i}, we might write pi or pαi instead of p{i} . The corresponding algebraic groups are
denoted by B ⊂ PJ ⊂ G.
Let k[ξ] be the polynomial superalgebra in one odd variable ξ. We use the shorter notation
g[ξ] for the corresponding current Lie superalgebra g ⊗ k[ξ] and, moreover, for x ∈ g and
p ∈ k[ξ] we write xp instead of x ⊗ p and x stands for x ⊗ 1. The parity of ξ predicts the
following decomposition of g-modules:
g[ξ] = g ⊕ gξ.
We denote by O = O(b+ [ξ]) the category of (h, ξ)-graded ﬁnitely generated n+ -ﬁnite b+ [ξ]–
modules. That is, a ﬁnitely generated b+ [ξ]-module M belongs to O if it is a h-semisimple b+ module with locally nilpotent actions of elements ei for all α ∈ ∆+ . The main object of study
for us is the appropriate derived category associated with the aforementioned abelian one. If
g is ﬁnite we consider
the ordinary bouded derived category Db (O(b+ [ξ])). In particular, for
q
each M ∈ O and M ∈ Db (O(b+ [ξ])) there exists a well deﬁned (h, ξ)-character that belongs
to the ring Z[P] ⊗Z Z[t, t−1 ]. If g is replaced with an aﬃne Lie algebra then, unfortunately,
the bounded derived category does not contain all objects we are interested in, however, we
may consider the certain subcategory of D− (O(b+ [ξ])) for which we can take the character:
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complexes that are bounded in each h-graded component and has the total bounds on the
region of h-weights (see §4.4 for details).
The category O(b+ [ξ]) (as well as all other categories in this paper) has two gradings: the
weight grading and the ξ-degree grading. With each pair (λ, m) ∈ P⊕Z of a weight λ and an
integer m we assign the bigrading shift functor Xλ tm : O(b+ [ξ]) → O(b+ [ξ]). The functor
Xλ tm can be realized as a tensor product with the one-dimensional graded b+ [ξ]-module
denoted by kλ {m} of ξ-degree m and of h-weight λ. The functors Xλ tm deﬁnes the action
of the free abelian group P ⊕ Z on O(b+ [ξ]):
Xλ tm ◦ Xµ tn = Xλ+µ tm+n

λ, µ ∈ P, m, n, ∈ Z.

The derived categories D± (O(b+ [ξ])), Db (O(b+ [ξ])) admit one more grading: the homological
degree. We denote by M 7→ M[n] the n-shift of the homological degree. It is worthmentioning that homological shifts as well as the ξ-shift functor t commutes with all other
(endo)functors considered in this note.
1.3. Induction-restriction functors. With each parabolic subalgebra pi := b+ ⊕ hfi i assigned to a simple root αi ∈ Π we associate a Lie subalgebra of currents:
g[ξ] ⊃ pi [ξ] ⊃ b+ [ξ].
The corresponding category of (h, ξ)-graded, pi -integrable pi [ξ]-modules is denoted by O(pi ).
The embedding n+ [ξ] ⊂ pi [ξ] of Lie superalgebras produces the restriction functor:
(1.1)

Resi : O(pi [ξ]) → O(b+ [ξ]).

The restiction functor is always exact since it does not change the underlying vector space.
We show in Section 2.2 that Resi has both left and right adjoints which we denote by Indi
and Coindi following the classical Frobenius reciprocity principle:
Indi

(1.2)

O(b+ [ξ])

Resi

O(pi [ξ])

Coindi

Note, however, that integrability aﬀects the story in the following way: the left adjoint
functor Indi maps b+ [ξ]-module M to the maximal pi -integrable quotient of the induced
module:
(1.3)

Indi : M 7→ U(pi [ξ]) ⊗U (b+ [ξ]) M/ ∼,

respectively the image of the right adjoint functor Coindi (N) coincides with the maximal pi integrable submodule in the coinduced module Homb+ [ξ] (U(pi [ξ]), N). For algebraic groups
the corresponding induction functor is known under the name Induction (see e.g. [Ya]),
one also uses the name Zuckermann functor (see e.g. [KV]). We explain in Section 2
(Corollary 2.9) that the corresponding left (right) derived functors LIndi and RCoindi are
well deﬁned in the bounded derived category.
Notation 1.4.
• The endofunctors Resi ◦ LIndi , Resi ◦ RCoindi ∈ End(Db (O(b+ [ξ])))
are denoted by –
Di (resp. –
D′i ) and are called Demazure (resp. dual Demazure) functors;
η
• The mapping cone of the unit morphism Id → Resi ◦ LIndi assigned with adjunction (1.2) between restriction and induction functors is called the Demazure twist and
is denoted by T
– i;
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ε

• The mapping cocone (=shifted cone) of the counit morphism Resi ◦ RCoindi → Id
is called the Demazure cotwist and is denoted by T
– ′i .
In other words we have a pair of adjoint exact triangles of endofunctors of the triangulated
category Db (O(b+ [ξ])):
η

+1

Idb[ξ] → –
Di → T
– i → Idb[ξ] [1],

ε

+1

– ′i [1]
T
– ′i → –
D′i → Idb → T

We show that the functor Resi is spherical in the sence of [AL] (Proposition 3.6) and use
the standard terminology of twist and cotwist functors assigned to spherical functors.
We want to underline that we use the fat bold font for (triangulated) functors and the
ordinary font for the elements of Hecke algebras.
1.4. Categorification of Affine Hecke Algebra. Recall that the Aﬃne Hecke Algebra
(AHA) associated with the root system ∆ is the associative algebra over the ﬁeld of rational
functions k(t) generated by {Ti |i ∈ I} and {X λ |λ ∈ P} that satisfy the following list of
relations:
(1.5)

X λ Ti = Ti X λ , if hαi , λi = 0;

(1.6)

X λ Ti = tTi−1 X λ−αi , if hαi , λi = 1;

(1.7)

Ti−1 = t−1 Ti + t−1 − 1 ⇔ (Ti + 1)(Ti − t) = 0;

(1.8)

Ti ◦ Tj ◦ . . . ≃ Tj ◦ Ti ◦ . . . with mi,j = ordW (si sj ).
| {z } | {z }
mi,j factors

mi,j factors

Remark 1.9. There are many diﬀerent renormalizations of parametrs in Hecke algebras
(see e.g. [L1], [MD1], [Ch1]). First, in general one uses several parameters tα with α ∈ ∆
and tα = tσ(α) for all σ ∈ W , that might depend on the length of a simple root. It is
important for our purposes, that all ti are equal to a single variable t. Second, in order to
have more symmetric presentation of Hecke Relation (1.7) one frequently uses the generators
Tei := t−1/2 Ti instead of Ti :
(Tei + t−1/2 )(Tei − t1/2 ) = 0 ⇔ (Ti + 1)(Ti − t) = 0

The AHA has a standard (basic) polynomial representation Zt [P] := Z[P] ⊗ Z[t, t−1 ] (see
e.g. [MD1, §4.3], [Ch2, p.310]) with the following (normalized) action of generators Ti :
tsi + (si − 1)

t−1
.
X αi − 1

One of the main purposes of this paper is to state and to prove the following categoriﬁcation
result:
Theorem 1.10. The endofunctors {T
– i |i ∈ I}, {Xλ |λ ∈ P}, and {tm |m ∈ Z}, categorify
the action of the aﬃne Hecke algebra in the basic representation Zt [P] under the following
correspondence:
Ti ↔ T
– i , X λ ↔ Xλ , t ↔ t[1]
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More precisely, there exist the following list of isomorphisms of triangulated endofunctors
(1.11)

Xλ ◦ T
–i≃T
– i ◦ Xλ , if hαi , λi = 0;

(1.12)

Xλ ◦ T
– i ≃ t−1 T
– ′i ◦ Xλ−αi [1], if hαi , λi = 1.

(1.13)
T
– i◦T
– ′i ≃ T
– ′i ◦ T
– i ≃ Idb[ξ] ;
′
T
– i ≃ cone((t ◦ –
Di ) → Idb[ξ] [−1]) ≃ cone((t ◦ cone(T
– i [−1] → Idb[ξ] )) → Idb[ξ] [−1])
(1.14)
– j ◦T
– i ◦ . . . here mi,j = ordW (si sj )
T
– i◦T
– j ◦ ... ≃ T
{z
} |
{z
}
|
mi,j factors

mi,j factors

and t commutes with all other endofunctors.

Corollary 1.15.
• The endofunctors {T
– i |i ∈ I}, {Xλ |λ ∈ P},{tm |m ∈ Z} categorify
the Aﬃne Hecke Algebra H assigned to the root system ∆;
• Suppose, moreover, that ∆ is the untwisted aﬃne root system with the ﬁnite system
∆0 . W denotes the ﬁnite Weyl group, Waf := W ⋉ Q∨ is the aﬃne Weyl group
f := W ⋉ P∨ is the extended aﬃne Weyl group. The endofunctors {T
and W
– i |i ∈
λ
m
I}, {X |λ ∈ P},{t |m ∈ Z} together with the group of diagram automorphisms Ω
representing the elements of the quotient P∨ /Q∨ categorify the Double Aﬃne Hecke
Algebra HH.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1.10 is contained in Section 3.
In Section 3.4 we prove that the restriction functor Resi is a spherical functor. We compute
its dual twist and cotwist based on computations with g = sl2 . Hecke Relations (1.13) will
follow from the general properties of spherical functors known for specialists in triangulated
categories.
Relations (1.11), (1.12) are also based on a computation for g = sl2 and are explained in
Section 3.2.
The most complicated equivalences for us are Braid Relations (1.14). The case-by-case proof
(except G2 ) is contained in Sections 3.5.1. The strategies in all cases are the same: First,
we expand all arrows in the iterated composition, representing T
– i as a cone of a morphism
Idb → –
Di and get a complex of functors. Second, thanks to the computation of the iterated
inductions given in Section 2.3 we know the 0’th cohomology of compositions of –
Di ’s and
we can construct an equivalence from the superposition of T
– i ’s to the complex of functors
(called BGGij ) whose components are numbered by vertices of the Bruhat graph associated
with the corresponding rank 2 subsystem. The latter complex BGGij is symmetric with
respect to the interchanging α and β what implies Braid relation (1.14).

2. Detailed descriptions of the derived superinduction
2.1. The derived induction for sl2 . Let b := he, hi be a Borel subalgebra of the Lie
algebra sl2 = he, h, f i. The category of sl2 -integrable modules is equivalent to the category
of SL2 -integrable modules. Therefore, the derived induction Ind : O(b) → O(sl2 ) from the
category of b-integrable modules to the category of sl2 -integrable modules has a presentation
via the induction for groups (see [Ya]). Each indecomposable b-integrable module admits a
9

cyclic vector vλ and is uniquelly deﬁned by the lowest and the highest weights:
µ−λ
∈ N & hvλ = λvλ .
2
Each indecomposable sl2 -integrable module is irreducible and is indexed by its highest weight:
Vλ,µ := C[e]/(e

µ−λ
+1
2

)vλ = hvλ , evλ , e2 vλ , . . . ek vλ i, here k =

L(λ) := hvλ , f vλ , . . . , f λ vλ = v−λ i = hv−λ , ev−λ , . . . , eλ v−λ i
q

Lemma 2.1. The functor L deﬁned on indecomposables b-modules in the following way:
(
L(µ) ⊕ L(µ − 2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ L(µ − |λ|), if µ ≥ λ ≥ −µ;
L0 (Vλ,µ ) =
0, otherwise.
(
L(−λ − 2) ⊕ L(−λ − 4) ⊕ . . . ⊕ L(|µ| − 1 + sgn(µ)), if − λ − 2 ≥ µ ≥ λ;
L−1 (Vλ,µ ) =
0, otherwise.
satisﬁes the properties of the universal δ-functor assigned to the right exact functor Ind if it
commutes with the tensor product with the standard two-dimensional representation of sl2 .
Proof. This is an easy direct computation whose details are left to the reader. First, oneq has
to compute the induction Ind(Vλ,µ ) and, second, verify the exactness of the image of L for
all nontrivial extensions of b-modules:
(2.2)

0 → Vλ,ν → Vµ+2,ν → Vλ,µ → 0 with ν ≥ µ ≥ λ.

This latter exact sequence is determined uniquely if we take into account the b-module
isomorphism C2 ⊗ Vλ,µ ∼

= Vλ−1,µ+1 ⊕ Vλ+1,µ−1 .
Recall that an object M of an abelian category C is called F -acyclic if Li F (M) = 0 for
all negative i < 0. Here F : C → C ′ is an additive right exact functor between abelian
categories. In particular, Lemma 2.1 explains that modules Vλ,µ are LInd-acyclic whenever
λ + µ ≥ 0. Moreover, the short exact sequence (2.2) for ν > −λ is an LInd-acyclic resolution
of Vλ,µ .
2.2. The derived superinduction LIndi . Let us denote by p1̄i the intermediate Lie subalgebra spanned by b+ and pi ξ:
b+ [ξ] ⊂ p1̄i ⊂ pi [ξ]
The quotient p1̄i /b+ [ξ] is a one-dimensional odd space spanned by fi ξ. Respectively pi [ξ]/p1̄i is
even and is spanned by fi . The (co)induction functors admits decomposition into consecutive
(co)inductions:
Indi
Resi

(2.3)

O(b+ [ξ])

Ind1̄i
Res1̄i

O(p1̄i )

Ind0̄i
Res0̄i

O(pi [ξ])

The key advandage of this decomposition is that the odd derived induction Ind1̄i is an exact functor and coincides with the usual induction. This happens because the universal
enveloping algebra of an odd Lie one-dimensional superalgebra hfi ξi is two-dimensional.
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Consequently, dim(Ind1̄i M) = 2 dim M and, moreover, we have a short exact sequence of
b[ξ]-modules:
(2.4)

0 → M → Ind1̄i M = U(p1̄i ) ⊗U (b+ [ξ]) M → (fi ξ)M → 0

what implies that the following triangle of functors is distinguished:
(2.5)

η1̄

Idb[ξ] −→ Res1̄i ◦ Ind1̄i −→ X−α t

Similarly, we have the similar distinguished triangle of functors with coinduction:
ε1̄

Xα t−1 −→ Res1̄i ◦ Coind1̄i −→ Idb[ξ]
Remark 2.6. The short exact sequence (2.4) may not split in general. For example, consider g = sl2 and two-dimensional cyclic module M = U(b[ξ])v/(ev, hv, (eξ)v) whose basis is hv, (hξ)vi. The module Ind1̄i M is the cyclic module generated by the same cyclic
vector v subject to the same set of relations ev = hv = (eξ)v = 0 and has the basis
hv, (f ξ)v, (hξ)v, (f ξ)(hξ)vi. We have e(f ξ)v = (hξ)v 6= 0 and on the other hand the action of e on M is trivial what implies that Ind1̄i M is not isomorphic to the direct sum of M
and M shifted.
Lemma 2.7. The categories O(p1̄i ) (resp. O(b[ξ])) has enough LInd0̄i -acyclic (resp. LIndi acyclic) objects and, moreover, each object admits an acyclic resolution of length at most
2.
Proof. Let us denote the Borel subalgebra hei , hi i of the sl2 -triple assigned to the simple
root α by bi . Thanks to Lemma 2.1 we know that a p1̄i -module M is LInd0̄i -acyclic if each
direct summand Vλ,µ of M (considered as bi -module) satisﬁes λ + µ ≥ 0. Consequently, a
b[ξ]-module M is LIndi -acyclic whenever each dirrect summand Vλ,µ of the bi -module M
yields the inequality λ + µ ≥ 4. Denote by Lri the following p1̄i -module generated by a cyclic
vector v, subject to the following list of relations
hv = (gξ)v = ej v = er+1
v = 0, with j 6= i.
i
The module Lri is of dimension r + 1 and has a basis {eii v|0 ≤ i ≤ r}. The submodule
generated by ei v is isomorphic to the α-shifted module Xα (Lir−1 ) = Lri ⊗k ki . Thus we have
a short exact sequence of p1̄i -modules:
(2.8)

0 → Xα (Lir−1 ) → Lri → k → 0

The tensor product over the base ﬁeld k of any given ﬁnite-dimensional p1̄i -module (resp.
b[ξ]-module) M with the above short exact sequence (2.8) deﬁnes an LInd1̄i -acyclic (resp.
LIndi -acyclic) resolution of M for r ≫ 0:
0 → M ⊗k Xα (Lri ) → M ⊗k Lr+1
→M →0
i
because the tensor product of bi -module Vλ,µ and Lri is LIndi -acyclic whenever r > 4 max(0, −λ).

One can repeat the same arguments to the derived coinduction functors RCoindi and we
end up with the following
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Corollary 2.9. The right exact induction functors Indi : O(b[ξ]) → O(pi [ξ]) as well as the
left exact coinduction functor Coindi admit derived functors LIndi , RCoindi : Db (O(b[ξ])) →
Db (O(pi [ξ])), such that the corresponding δ-functors will have only two nonzero cohomology:
H i (LInd(-)) = 0, if i 6= 0, −1;
H i (RCoind(-)) = 0, if i 6= 0, 1.
The direct inspection of sl2 computations also leads to the following useful Corollary:
Corollary 2.10. The (cohomological) (super)induction commutes with the tensor product
with integrable representation. Namely, for any pi [ξ]-integrable module M and an b[ξ]-module
N one has an isomorphism of b[ξ] modules:
(2.11)

Indi (Resi (M) ⊗ N) ≃ M ⊗ Indi (N),

(2.12)

Indi (Resi (M)) = M;

LIndi (Resi (M) ⊗ N) ≃ M ⊗ LIndi (N).

Let us ﬁnish this section with the detailed description of –
Di and –
D′i in particular cases:
Example 2.13. Suppose that hλ, αi∨ i = n ≥ 2 then –
Di (kλ ) is a module concentrated in 0’th
homological degree:


(2.14)




–
Di (kλ ) =  fin vλ



...

...

...

...

...

...

fi ξvλ

ei ξ

ei

ei




vλ 



We denote by vλ the generator of the one-dimensional module kλ . Vertices correspond to the
basis vectors of the module –
Di (kλ ), edges are responsible for the action of elements ei and
ei ξ. The horisontal grading is the weight slα2 i -grading and the vertical one corresponds to the
ξ-grading. The complex T
– i (kλ ) = cone(kλ → –
Di (kλ )) consists of the quotient module placed
in 0’th homological degree:



(2.15)




T
– i (kλ ) =  fin vλ



...

...

...

...

...

...

fi ξvλ

ei ξ

ei




× .



On the other hand the coinduction functors –
D′i (kλ ) is concentrated in 1’st homological degree,
whenever hλ, αi∨i = n ≥ 2:


–
D′i (kλ )



=



...

...

...

...

...

ei ξ

ei

...

12

ei



 [−1].



The complex T
– ′i is also concentrated in one homological degree and consists of the extension
of the aformentioned module –
D′i (kλ )[1] with a vector vλ :


T
– ′i (kλ )



=



...

...

...

...

...

...

ei ξ

ei

ei ξ

ei



vi  [−1].



Note that all modules we described above admits a cyclic vector and there is an isomorphism
(2.16)

tT
– i′ (kλ )[1] ≃ T
– i (kλ+αi ) for hλ, αi∨i ≥ 2.

Remark 2.17. It is easy to derive from Example 2.13 that the character of the functor T
–i
is equal to the action of the generator Ti of the aﬃne Hecke algebra H in the polynomial
representation. Compare with [Ch2] Equation (3.2.27) on page 311.
2.3. Iterating inductions for sufficiently dominant weights. In order to get better
feeling of the induction functor, we describe the family of modules WDλ which we call superDemazure modules and realize them as a composition of induction functors.
Definition 2.18. With each weight λ ∈ P we assign a cyclic b[ξ]-module WDλ generated by
a cyclic vector vλ of weight λ subject to the integrability relations:
−hα ,λi+1

(2.19)

∀i ∈ I such that hαi , λi < 0 ei i
vλ = 0,
∀i ∈ I such that hαi , λi ≥ 0 ei vλ = 0,
∀h ∈ h (hξ)vλ = 0.

Theorem 2.20. Suppose λ is a dominant integral weight and si1 . . . sik is a reduced decomposition of a given element σ of the Weyl group associated with the root system ∆. Then the
iterated induction (Resαi1 ◦ Indαi1 ) ◦ . . . ◦ (Resαik ◦ Indαik )(kλ ) is isomorphic to the cyclic
b[ξ]-module WDσλ and, in particular, does not depend on a reduced decomposition of σ.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of σ and repeats the standard arguments
known for the Demazure modules in the classical case. The base of induction corresponds
to the case σ = 1. For dominant λ we have hλ, αi i ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I and, consequently,
WDλ = kλ since the elements {ei |i ∈ I} ∪ h[ξ] generates the Lie superalgebra b[ξ].
For the induction step we suppose that a simple root i ∈ I is chosen in such way that
l(si σ) = l(σ) + 1. Note that the Zukerman induction functor Indi is the quotient of the
usual induction. Therefore, the pi [ξ]-module Indi (WDσ(λ) ) admits a cyclic vector v ′ of weight
σ(λ) (that equals the image of the cyclic vector v ′ of the b[ξ]-module WDσ(λ) of weight σ(λ)).
However, the condition l(si σ) = l(σ) + 1 implies that d := hσ(λ), αi > 0 and the slα2 submodule generated by v ′ is of dimension d + 1. Consequently, the following list of relations
are satisﬁed for the action of pi [ξ] on v ′ in the cyclic module Indi (WDσ(λ) ):
(2.21)

ei v ′ = 0, fid+1 v ′ = 0,
−hα ,σ(λ)i+1
∀j ∈ I such that hαj , σ(λ)i < 0 ej j
vλ = 0,
∀j ∈ I such that hαj , σ(λ)i ≥ 0 ej vλ = 0,
∀h ∈ h (hξ)vλ = 0.

Let us show that this is the full set of relations in the module Indi (WDσ(λ) ) and that the
restriction functor Resi of this module coincides with WDsi σ(λ) . Indeed, let us look more
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carefully on the cyclic b[ξ]-module WDsi σ(λ) generated by the cyclic vector v of weight si σ(λ).
We claim that WDsi σ(λ) is isomorphic to the cyclic pi [ξ]-module generated by the same cyclic
vector v subject to Relations (2.19) and the additional trivial relations fi v = (fi ξ)v = 0.
The actions of fi and ei are locally nilpotent by inspection. Therefore, WDsi σ(λ) belongs to
the category O(pi [ξ]) and Isomorphism (2.11) implies the coincidence
Indi (WDsi σ(λ) ) = WDsi σ(λ) .
Finally, let us consider the automorphism si of the parabolic Lie subalgebra pi . The image
of the set of positive roots ∆+ is the set (∆+ ∪ {−αi }) \ {αi } and, therefore, WDsi σ(λ) is the
cyclic si (b)[ξ]-module generated by the cyclic vector si (v) = edi v subject to Relations (2.21)
that diﬀers from Relations (2.19) by the action of si . Therefore, the quotient of U(pi )v ′
subject to Relations (2.21) is an slα2 -integrable module WDsi σ(λ) and no additional relations
has to be applied after induction Indi . Consequently, modules WDsi σ(λ) and Indi (WDσ(λ) )
coincide and we ﬁnish the proof of Theorem 2.20.

3. Proof of the main categorification Theorem 1.10
3.1. General strategy. Theorem 1.10 consists of several isomorphism of diﬀerent endofunctors of the bounded derived category of the abelian category O(b[ξ]). The strategy of
all proofs of these isomorphisms uses the following scheme:
First, we present a natural transformation ǫ : F ⇒ G connecting the pair of endofunctors
F, G ∈ End(Db (O(b[ξ]))) that appear in the left hand and in the right hand sides of the
stated isomorphism. This is the most conceptual part of each isomorphism and is explained
in details in each particular case. Note, that all functors under consideration interact with the
ﬁnite subsystem Π0 ⊂ Π of ranks 1 or 2. Therefore, it is enough to explain the corresponding
equivalence ε : F ⇒ G for the corresponding rank ≤ 2 ﬁnite-dimensional Lie algebra g0 .
For the second step, we check that for all suﬃciently dominant integral weights λ the
map ǫkλ : F(kλ ) → G(kλ ) is a quasiisomorphism. Recall that kλ denotes the irreducible
one-dimensional b[ξ] module of weight λ ∈ P. Where suﬃciently dominant means that
hλ, αi i ≫ 0 for all αi ∈ Π0 . This step is also checked directly in each particular case. The
dominance condition implies vanishing of almost all cohomologies of F(kλ ) and G(kλ ).
The remaining third step is the same in all cases and we will not repeat it many times.
Thanks to Corollary 2.10 we notify that both endofunctors F and G commutes with tensor
products with p[ξ]-integrable modules for the parabolic subalgebra p ⊃ b associated with
the subset Π0 :
∀M ∈ O(p[ξ]), L ∈ O(b[ξ]) F(Res(M) ⊗ L) ≃ M ⊗ F(L);

G(Res(M) ⊗ L) ≃ M ⊗ G(L)

The abelian category of ﬁnite-dimensional b[xi] modules are generated by by the kλ with λ
suﬃciently dominant together with their tensor products with p[ξ]-integrable modules. The
category O(b[ξ]) is the full subcategory of the abelian category generated by pro-objects
constructed from ﬁnite-dimensional ones. This implies that ǫ : F → G is an equivalence of
triangulated functors.
3.2. Relations (1.12). The commutativity of Xµ and T
– i for hµ, αi i = 0 is obvious since
they work with noninteracting weights. Relation (1.12) is more involved and requires the
map of functors.
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As we know from (2.5) there is an equivalence:
cone(Idb[ξ] → Res1̄i ◦ Ind1̄i ) ≃ X−α t
Together with the unit morphism Idp1̄ → Res0̄i ◦ LInd0̄i , we get a morphism of functors ν:
i

X−αi t

T
–i



cone Idb[ξ] → Res1̄i ◦ Ind1̄i

ν



cone Idb[ξ] → Res1̄i ◦ (Res0̄i ◦ LInd0̄i ) ◦ Ind1̄i .

From the deﬁnition of T
– ′i we know that the functor tX−α/2 ◦ T
– ′i [1] ◦ X−α/2 is equivalent to
the cone:


1◦η◦1
cone tX−αi /2 ◦ –
D′i ◦ X−αi /2 −→ X−αi t .

Consequently, ν deﬁnes a map of functors:
ν

tX−αi /2 ◦ T
– ′i [1] ◦ X−αi /2 −→ T
–i

⇔

ν

tX−αi /2 ◦ T
– ′i [1] −→ T
– i ◦ Xαi /2 .

Proposition 3.1. The map ν : tXµ−αi T
– ′i [1] → T
– i Xµ deﬁned for hµ, αi i = 1 is an equivalence of functors.
Proof. The equivalence can be checked directly for all irreducible one-dimensional modules
kλ with λ suﬃiently dominant. Indeed, the module T
– i Xµ (kλ ) is the quotient of the slα2 i integrable module WDµ+λ by the one-dimensional submodule kλ+µ . On the other hand,
T
– ′i kλ is the homologically shifted extension of the one-dimensional module kλ and the slα2 i integrable module. Both modules T
– i (kλ+µ ) and T
– ′i (kλ )[1] are cyclic bi [ξ] modules. In order
to show that ν is an equivalence between T
– i (kλ+µ ) and tXµ−αi T
– ′i (kλ )[1] it remains to show
the coincidence of charecters and that the image of a cyclic vector is a cyclic vector.
The general strategy of tensoring with pi -integrable modules outlined in Section 3.1 ﬁnishes
the proof.

3.3. Duality between Induction and Coinduction. Let pJ be a parabolic subalgebra
of g assigned to the subset J ⊂ I of the indexing set of simple roots Π. Let nJ be the
corresponding nilpotent subalgebra generated by ei with i ∈ J and ρJ denotes the half-sum
of all weights in nJ . One can repeat the arguments of Section 2.2 in order to explain the
existence of the corresponding collection of restriction and derived (co)induction functors:
LIndJ
b

D (O(b[ξ]))

ResJ

Db (O(pJ [ξ]))

RCoindJ

We can also split (co)induction LIndJ into the composition of the even LInd0̄J and the odd
LInd1̄J (co)inductions while considering an intermediate Lie subalgebra b[ξ] ⊂ b⊕pJ ξ ⊂ pJ [ξ].
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Proposition 3.2. The derived inductions and coinductions are equivalent up to appropriate
shifts:
(3.3)

RCoind1̄J ≃ LInd1̄J ◦ X2ρJ t− dim nJ ≃ X2ρJ t− dim nJ ◦ LInd1̄J

(3.4)

RCoind0̄J ≃ LInd0̄J ◦ X−2ρJ [−dim nJ ]

(3.5)

⇒ RCoindJ ≃ LIndJ ◦ t− dim nJ [−dim nJ ]

Proof. The odd induction LInd1̄J is an exact functors
on the level of abelian categories given
q
by the tensor product with the symmetric algebra Λ (n− ξ). Respectively, the odd coinduction
q
RCoind1̄J is given by the tensor product with the dual space Hom(Λ (n−
J ξ), k). The Cartan
+
pairing between n−
and
n
leads
the
isomorphism
J
J
+
2ρJ
Hom(Λ (n−
Λ (n−
J ), k) ≃ Λ (nJ ) ≃ X
J ),

q

q

q

what implies the Isomorphism (3.3).
The existance of the even derived(co)induction functors LInd0̄J (resp. RCoind0̄J ) is a
straightforward generalization of the arguments considered for the case g = sl2 in §2.1.
The Isomorphism (3.4) is the Serre duality isomorphism for the ﬂag variety Fl := PJ /B.
Here −2ρJ is the weight of the top exterior power of the cotangent bundle TFl and dim nJ
is equal to the dimension of the ﬂag manifold Fl. See e.g.[Ya] for the detailed proof of the
Serre duality in this case and its comparison with derived(co)induction functors.

We want the reader to get used to the shorter notations
–
Di := Resi ◦ LIndi and –
D′i := Resi ◦ RCoindi .
Here we repeat the main outcome of Proposition 3.2:
Di
–
D′i t[1] ≃ –
3.4. Hecke quadratic relation for T
– i.
Proposition 3.6. The derived functors LIndi are spherical in the sence of [Ku]. That is,
the following two maps are isomorphisms:
(3.7)

RCoindi ⊕ LIndi

(3.8)

RCoindi ⊕ LIndi

η◦RCoindi +LIndi ◦η

RCoindi ◦ε+ε◦LIndi

LIndi ◦ Resi ◦ RCoindi ,
RCoindi ◦ Resi ◦ LIndi ,

Proof. Following the computations for sl2 -modules considered in §2.1, we know that any
irreducible b[ξ]-module is a one-dimensional graded module isomorphic to kλ = kλ = Xλ (k)
and for λ ≫ 0 yields the following list of isomorphisms of graded bi -modules:
LIndi (kλ ) = LInd0̄i (Span(vλ , fi ξvλ )) = L(λ) ⊕ L(λ − 2)ξ,
RCoindi (kλ ) = LIndi (t−1 kλ [−1]) = (L(λ)ξ −1 ⊕ L(λ − 2))[−1],
LIndi ◦ Resi ◦ RCoindi (kλ ) ∼
= LIndi ◦ Resi ((L(λ)ξ −1 ⊕ L(λ − 2))[−1])
∼
= LInd0̄i ((V−λ,λ ξ −1 ⊕ V−λ+2,λ−2 ) ⊕ V−λ−2,λ−2 ⊕ V−λ,λ−4 ξ)[−1]
−1
∼
= (L(λ)ξ ⊕ L(λ − 2))[−1] ⊕ (L(λ) ⊕ L(λ − 2)ξ)[−1 + 1] ≃ RCoindi (kλ ) ⊕ LIndi (kλ ).
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Both functors RCoindi ◦ ε and ε ◦ LIndi are non-trivial, and there images of RCoindi (kλ )
and LIndi (kλ ) contain L(λ)ξ −1 and L(λ) by inspection. Consequently, RCoindi ◦ε+ε◦LIndi
must induce the above isomorphism.
As mentioned in Corollary 2.10 all functors commute with tensoring with slα2 i -integrable
modules. From the above, we know the equivalence (3.7) holds for hλ, αi i ≥ N0 for some
N0 ∈ Z. By tensoring with the standard irreducible two-dimensional sl2 -module and applying the long exact sequences, we deduce the isomorphism between the lefthand side and the
righthand side of (3.7) as a b-modules for hλ, αi i ≥ N ∈ Z provided if we know the isomorphism for hλ, αi i ≥ N + 1. Thus, (3.7) yields an isomorphism for every λ. Consequently, the
natural transformation of functors (3.7) is an isomorphisms of functors. The proof of the
isomorphism (3.8) is completely analogous.

The same computations for irreducibles shows that one has a pair of adjoint distinguish
triangles of endofunctors of Db (O(pi [ξ]))):
(3.9)

η

+1

Idpi → RCoindi ◦ Resi → t−1 [−1] →,

+1

t[1] → LIndi ◦ Resi → Idpi → t

Proposition 2.9 of [Ku] stated for spherical functors gives another deﬁnition of spherical
functors whose general formalism was worked out carefully in [AL]:
Corollary 3.10. The endofunctors T
– i and T
– ′i deﬁned by distinguished triangles
η

+1

Idb → Resi ◦ LIndi → T
– i → Idb [1],

ε

+1

T
– ′i → Resi ◦ RCoindi → Idb → T
– ′i [1]

are mutually inverse autoequivalences of the derived category Db (O(b+ [ξ]))).
In the general formalism of spherical functors of [AL], the functor T
– i is called twist and
is called the dual twist.
Note that one can prove Corollary 3.10 by direct computations without using the formalism of spherical functors but we are happy to use here a relatively easy language of spherical
functors. The Hecke relation (1.13) follows from Corollary 3.10 and Proposition 3.2 substituted for J = {i}.
We want to underline another equivalent categorical interpretation of the Hecke relation (1.7) which follows immedeately from isomorphisms (3.7) and (3.8):
T
– ′i

(3.11)

–
Di ◦ –
Di ≃ –
Di ⊕ –
Di t[1].

Note that, thanks to Serre duality isomorphism (3.5), we have the following collection of
adjunctions
ResJ t− dim nJ [− dim nJ ]
b

D (O(pJ [ξ]))

LIndJ

Db (O(b[ξ]))

ResJ

and the functor Resi : D(O(pi [ξ])) → D(O(b[ξ])) is also spherical because the adjoint to the
spherical functor is spherical. Consequently, we have the following isomorphisms:
≃

(3.12) Resi t−1 [−1] ⊕ Resi → Resi t−1 [−1] ◦ LIndi ◦ Resi
⇒

≃

Resi ⊕ Resi t[1] → Resi ◦ LIndi ◦ Resi

3.5. Braid relations for T
– i ,T
– j . It is obvious that if hαi , αj i = 0 then –
Di and –
Dj commute
and consequently T
– iT
–j =T
– jT
– i.
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3.5.1. A2 case. Suppose that the rank 2 root subsystem generated by i, j ∈ I is A2 . In particular, we assume that hαi , αj i = −1 and we denote by slij
3 ( resp. pij [ξ]) the corresponding
simple (resp. parabolic) Lie subalgebras of g (resp. g[ξ]) associated to the subset {i, j} ⊂ I.
Recall that the derived induction functor LIndi as well as the composition –
Di = Resi ◦
LIndi are the left derived functors associated with the right exact functors Indi and Resi ◦
Indi , respectively. First, let us describe a morphism of additive functors which implies a
morphism of derived one’s.
Lemma 3.13. There exists a natural equivalence of additive right exact endofunctors of the
abelian category O(b[ξ]):
(3.14)

πij : Resi ◦ Indi ◦ Resj ◦ Indj ◦ Resi ◦ Indi → Resij ◦ Indij

Lemma 3.13 is very well known for even inductions and was ﬁrst noticed by Demazure.
See e.g. [Jos] and [AK] where the modern categorical setup of Demazure functors is used.
Most of the proofs for the classical (nonsuper) version are based on the geometry of BottSamelson varieties. We suggest below the algebraic proof of this statement without referring
to geometry.
Proof. Recall that the inductions we are dealing with are the maximal integrable quotients
of the appropriate ordinary inductions from subalgebras. Consequently, the embedding of
parabolic subalgebras pi [ξ] ⊂ pij [ξ] predicts the natural transformation between functors of
corresponding inductions:
πi : Resi ◦ Indi → Resij ◦ Indij .
Moreover, for each b[ξ]-module M the module Resij ◦ Indij (M) is slij
3 -integrable and, in parj
ticular, sl2 -integrable. The commutativity with the tensor product stated in Corollary 2.10
explains the isomorphism of additive (underived) functors
(3.15) Resj ◦Indj (Resij ◦Indij (M)) = (Resij ◦Indij (M))⊗Resj ◦Indj (k0 ) = Resij ◦Indij (M)
The last equality follows from the observation Indi (k0 ) = k0 that can be either checked by
hands or ﬁgured out from Theorem 2.20. The same isomorphism also makes sence for β.
Finally, we deﬁne the morphism of functors πij := (Resi ◦ Indi ◦ Resj ◦ Indj ) ◦ πi . Together
with Isomorphisms (3.15) we have
π

i
(3.16) πij : (Resi ◦ Indi ) ◦ (Resj ◦ Indj ) ◦ (Resi ◦ Indi ) −→

(3.15)

(3.15)

(Resi ◦Indi )◦(Resj ◦Indj )◦(Resij ◦Indij )) ≃ Resi ◦Indi ◦(Resij ◦Indij ) ≃ Resij ◦Indij .
Thanks to adjunction between restriction and induction functors we know that all induction
functors under consideration are right exact and restriction functors are exact and a composition of right exact functors is right exact. We conclude that both functors in (3.14) are
right exact.
We explain in Theorem 2.20 that the superposition of consecutive inductions applied to
the irreducible module kλ leads to the super-Demazure module WDsi sj si (λ) that happens to
be the cyclic pij -integrable module generated by the cyclic vector of weight si sj si (λ). On the
other hand we know that Indij (kλ ) is the universal cyclic pij -integrable module generated
by the cyclic vector of weight λ. The pij -integrability implies that one can also choose as a
generating cyclic vector any other extremal vector in the slij
3 irreducible representation. In
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particular the vector of the weight si sj si (λ). Hence, πij is an isomorphism for irreducible kλ
with λ suﬃciently dominant. On the other hand, all functors commute with tensor products
with slij

3 -integrable modules. Therefore, πij is an isomorphism of additive functors.
Corollary 2.9 says that –
Di has nonvanishing cohomology in the −1’st and in the 0’th
degrees. Consequently, the composition –
Di ◦ –
Dj ◦ –
Di has only nonpositive cohomology and
the natural transformation πij of 0’th cohomology described in Lemma 3.13 extends by
universal property to a natural transformation of derived functors:
Lπij : –
Di ◦ –
Dj ◦ –
Di −→ –
Dij .
This is not an equivalence of derived functors and the next paragraph explains the diﬀerence
(the cone) between these functors.
Consider the composition of two counit morphisms coming from adjunctions:
ηi

Idpi → RCoindi ◦ Resi

RCoindi ◦ηj ◦Resi

−→

RCoindi ◦ (Resj ◦ LIndj ) ◦ Resi

Together with the composition Resi from the left and LIndi from the right we get the
following morphism of endofunctors:
Dj ◦ –
Di
–
Di = Resi ◦ LIndi −→ Resi ◦ RCoindi ◦ Resj ◦ LIndj ◦ Resi ◦ LIndi = –
D′i ◦ –
Finally, thanks to Duality (3.5) between induction and coinduction functors we end up with
the following morphism of endofunctors:
(3.17)

–
Di −→ t−1[−1]D
– i ◦–
Dj ◦ –
Di

⇔

η:–
Di t[1] −→ –
Di ◦ –
Dj ◦ –
Di

Proposition 3.18. There is a distinguish triangle of endofunctors of Db (O(b+ [ξ])):
(3.19)

Lπij

–
Di t[1] → –
Di ◦ –
Dj ◦ –
Di −→ –
Dij

Proof. First, we check the acyclicity of the images of functors on irreducible (one-dimensional)
b[ξ]-modules kλ for suﬃciently i, j-dominant weight λ ≫ 0. We already know the coincidence of 0’th cohomologies of –
Di (D
– j (D
– i (kλ ))) and –
Dij (kλ ) with the super-Demazure module
WDsi sj si (λ) thanks to Lemma 3.13 and Theorem 2.20. We claim that the direct inspection
of weights shows that –
Di (kλ ), –
Dj –
Di (kλ ) as well as –
Dij (kλ ) do not have nonzero cohomology. Thus, the only nonzero cohomology in Triangle (3.19) is −1’st. The coincidence of
D0i (kλ ) = Indi kλ can be either checked directly or veriﬁed from the
–
D−1
i (WDsj si (λ) ) and –
equality of characters for cohomology of functors. The compatibility with tensor products of
the ﬁnite-dimensional pαβ -module pαβ forces these isomorphisms to be functorial since the
pαβ -action is responsible for extensions. Consequently, Triangle (3.19) is distinguished for
kλ with λ ≫ 0.
Finally, we again use the fact that all functors under consideration commute with the
tensor multiplication with sl3 -integrable modules (Corollary 2.10). It remains to notice that
iterated tensor products of {kλ | λ ≫ 0} with two fundamental representations of sl3 generate
the Grothendieck category K0 (O(b+ [ξ])). Therefore, Triangle (3.19) is distinguished.
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Consider the commutative diagram of endofunctors:
ηi

–
Dj
ηj

(3.20)
Id

–
Di–
Dj

ηi

(Lπij )◦ηi

ηj
ηi

–
Di

–
Dj –
Di

ηj

(Lπij )◦ηi

–
Dij

All morphisms are unit maps except the rightmost terms where one take the composition of
unit and the left derived functor πij : –
Di–
Dj –
Di → –
Dij . The commutativity of the diagram
follows from the commutativity of unit maps.
We denote by BGGij the total complex of the corresponding double complex:
Id[3] → (D
– i⊕–
Dj )[2] → (D
– i–
Dj ⊕ –
Dj –
Di )[1] → –
Dij .
Proposition 3.21. Assume that hαi , αj i = −1. Then there exists a subcomplex Ciji and a
pair of equivalences ζi and ξi
ζi

ξi

T
– i◦T
– j ◦T
– i ←− Ciji −→ BGGij .
In particular, we have an isomorphism of triangulated functors T
– i ◦T
– j ◦T
– i and T
– j ◦T
– i ◦T
–j
because of the symmetry BGGij = BGGji .
Proof. If we rephrase Proposition 3.18 in terms of spherical functors we end up with suﬃcient
properties of the braid relations formulated in [AL]. However, the arguments are not too
complicated and we want to have the selfcontained proof in order to compare it with the
analogous relations for other rank 2 root subsystems that are not covered by [AL].
The endofunctor T
–i◦T
–j ◦T
– i is the successive cones that yields a triple complex, given
by the commutative cube of units:
Id

ηj

ηj

–
Dj

ηi

ηi

–
Dj ◦ –
Di

ηi

–
Di

ηi

ηi

ηi

ηj

–
Di ◦ –
Dj

–
Di

ηi

–
Di ◦ –
Di
ηj

ηi

–
Di ◦ –
Dj ◦ –
Di

fi ⊂ –
Denote by –
D
Di ⊕D
– i the kernel of the map –
Di ⊕D
–i→–
Di ◦ –
Di which is clearly isomorphic
to –
Di . Denote by –
Di t[1] the direct summand of –
Di ◦ –
Di deﬁned in (3.11). We include these
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summands into a subcomplex called Ciji :
Ciji

:= Id[3] ⊕



∼

T
– i◦T
– j ◦T
–i



–
Dj ⊕
fi
–
D






–
Di ◦ –
Dj ⊕
Dj ◦ –
Di ⊕  [1] ⊕ –
[2] ⊕  –
Di ◦ –
Dj ◦ –
Di
–
Di t[1]




–
Dj ⊕
–
Di ◦ –
Dj ⊕
Di ⊕  [2] ⊕  –
Dj ◦ –
Di ⊕  [1] ⊕ –
:= Id[3] ⊕  –
Di ◦ –
Dj ◦ –
Di
–
Di
–
Di ◦ –
Di [1]

We claim, that it is not diﬃcult to show that the subspace Ciji is indeed a subcomplex.
fi coincides with
Indeed, notice that the restriction of the counit map ηj onto the kernel –
D
ηj . Moreover, all elements in the direct summand –
Di ⊂ –
Di ◦ –
Di belongs to the image of the
diﬀerential and hence the restriction of the total diﬀerential on it is zero by the commutativity
of the diagram and the sign convention of the double complex. The cone of the morphism
ζi : Ciji → T
–i◦T
– j ◦T
– i is isomorphic to the acyclic complex –
Di → –
Di and, therefore, ζi is
a quasiisomorphism.
We claim that there exists a straightforward map of complexes: ξi : Ciji → BGGij which
is the componentwise maps of induction functors. The cone of this morphism is isomorphic
to the distinguished triangle (3.19). Consequently, ξi is an isomorphism.
By interchanging α and β we get another equivalences:
ζj

ξj

T
– j ◦T
– i◦T
– j ←− Cjij −→ BGGji = BGGij .
Therefore, complexes T
– j ◦T
– i◦T
– j and T
– i◦T
– j ◦T
– i are isomorphic in derived category. 
3.5.2. Braid relations: B2 case. In this section we omit the superposition sign ”◦” in order
to make formulas with functors more compact.
Suppose that the root subsystem generated by i, j ∈ Π is B2 . In particular, we assume
hαi , αj i = −2. The goal of this subsection is to explain the corresponding isomorphism of
triangulated functors:
(3.22)

T
– iT
– jT
– iT
–j≃T
– jT
– iT
– jT
– i.

The strategy repeats the one suggested for A2 case:
First, we use Decomposition (3.11) and replace –
Di → –
Di–
Di by the subcomplex 0 → –
Di t[1]
(that is quasi-isomorphic to the original). Second, we use the properties of the spherical
functors and make several more cancellations of this kind. Third, we use the universal properties of derived functors and relate the remaining complex with the BGG-complex whose
zero term is the derived induction on the parabolic subalgebra pij . Finally, we notice that the
BGG complex is invariant under the switch of α and β that implies the equivalence (3.22).
We start from the description of the key ingredient of the BGG-complex the functor
–
Dij = Resij ◦ LIndij that is the derived superinduction to the parabolic subalgebra pij [ξ]:
Lemma 3.23. There exists a distinguished triangle of endofunctors:


Lπij
– j +D
– i ◦η
–
Di–
Dj t[1]⊕ η◦D
(3.24)
−→ –
Di–
Dj –
Di–
Dj −→ –
Dij .
–
Di–
Dj t[1]
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Proof. First, we notice that the 0’th cohomology of –
Dij coincides with 0’th cohomology of
–
Di –
Dj –
Di–
Dj . We illustrated this fact for kλ with suﬃciently dominant λ in Section 2.3 and
the standard trick with the tensor product with integrable modules explains the coinsidence
for all λ. Let us denote the corresponding isomorphism πij and the corresponding derived
functor Lπij : –
Di–
Dj –
Di–
Dj → –
Dij exists thanks to the universal property of the left derived
functor –
Dij .
Let us compute the cohomology of the image of the triangle (3.24) for kλ with suﬃciently
dominant λ. As we mentioned the 0-th cohomology vanishes thanks to Theorem 2.20:
H 0 (D
– i–
Dj –
Di–
Dj (kλ )) = H 0 (D
– ij (kλ )) = Indij (kλ ).
Moreover, for λ suﬃciently dominant –
Dj (kλ ) has no higher cohomology and all weights in
β
the sl2 -integrable module Indj (kλ ) remain to be α-dominant. Therefore, –
Di –
Dj (kλ ) also does
not have nonzero cohomology. As in the A2 -case the complex –
Dij (kλ ) also do not have
higher cohomology for suﬃciently dominant λ. Thus, the cohomology of all complexes in
the triangle (3.24) diﬀers from zero only for H 0 and H −1 . The coincidence for H −1 follows
from the coincidence of characters which was computed by I.Cherednik in [Ch2].

Next, let us rewrite the complex T
– iT
– jT
– iT
– j in terms of –
D’s:
ηi

ηj

ηj

ηi

(Id −→ –
Di ) ◦ (Id −→ –
Dj ) ◦ (Id −→ –
Di ) ◦ (Id −→ –
Dj ) =


–
Di–
Dj ⊕



Di–
Di ⊕ 
–
Di ⊕
 –



–
Di–
Dj ⊕ 
Dj ⊕ 
 –



→
→
= Id → 



Dj –
Di ⊕ 
–
Di ⊕ 
 –


–
D–
D⊕
–
D
j

j

j

–
Di–
Dj


–
Di–
Dj –
Di ⊕
–
Di–
Dj –
Dj ⊕ 
→–
Di–
Dj –
Di–
Dj .
–
Di–
Di –
Dj ⊕ 
–
Dj –
Di–
Dj

Consider the subcomplex C1 where in the second column we replace two copies of –
Di by
the kernel of the map –
Di ⊕ –
Di → –
Di–
Di and the component –
Di–
Di is replaced by the direct
summand –
Di t[1]. The same cancellation associated with the simple root β leads to the
quasiisomorphic subcomplex C2 . The next subcomplex C3 corresponds to the replacement
of the counit morphisms
–
Di–
Dj ⊕ –
Di–
Dj ⊕ –
Di–
Dj −→ –
Di–
Di–
Dj ⊕ –
Di–
Dj –
Dj
by its kernel and cokernel which is isomorphic to
0

Di–
Dj t[1] ⊕ –
Di–
Dj t[1]
–
Di–
Dj −→ –
and the underlying space of the quasiisomorphic subcomplex C3 looks as follows:


–
D
–
D
–
D
⊕
i
j
i


–

Di–
Dj t[1]⊕ 
–
Di t[1] ⊕ –
Dj t[1]⊕
→–
Di ⊕ –
Dj →
Di –
Dj –
Di–
Dj .
→
Id → –

–
Di–
Dj t[1]⊕ 
–
Dj –
Di ⊕ –
Di–
Dj
–
Dj –
Di–
Dj
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Let us collect certain parts together due to the morphisms described in (3.17):


Dj –
Di ⊕ –
Di–
Dj →
Di ⊕ –
Dj → –
(3.25) Id → –




– j +D
– i ◦η
cone(D
– i t[1] −→ –
Di–
Dj –
Di )⊕
–
Di–
Dj t[1]⊕ η◦D
→
−→ –
Di–
Dj –
Di–
Dj .
→ cone
cone(D
– j t[1] → –
Dj –
Di–
Dj )
–
Di–
Dj t[1]

By construction, this object also represents C3 up to quasi-isomorphism. By replacing the
cone in the right most part of (3.25) using (3.24), we obtain a complex that we call BGGij
with the following presentation:




cone(D
– i t[1] −→ –
Di–
Dj –
Di )⊕
Dj –
Di ⊕ –
Di–
Dj →
Di ⊕ –
Dj → –
→–
Dij .
(3.26) Id → –
cone(D
– j t[1] → –
Dj –
Di–
Dj )
By construction, BGGij is quasi-isomorphic to C3 . The Complex (3.26) is invariant under the switch αi ↔ αj that implies the desired equivalence (3.22) given by the following
collection of quasiisomorphisms:
T
– iT
– jT
– iT
– j ←− C1i ←− C3i −→ BGGij ←− C3j −→ C1j −→ T
– jT
– iT
– jT
– i.
3.5.3. G2 case. We believe that the analogous proof can be worked out if the rank 2 subsystem generated by αi and αj is G2 . However, the proof seems to be extremely technical and
we want to safe time and skip it.
4. Categorification of DAHA and Macdonald polynomials
4.1. Affine Lie algebras. We keep the notations from the previous section.
Denote by b
g the untwisted aﬃne Lie algebra corresponding to g. We set g[z ±1 ] := g⊗k[z ±1 ].
This acquires the natural structure of a Lie algebra. The Lie algebra g[z ±1 ] admits a natural
surjection from [b
g, b
g] by taking quotient by the center.
Let ∆af := ∆ × Zδ ∪ {mδ}m6=0 be the untwisted aﬃne root system of ∆ with its positive
part ∆+ ⊂ ∆af,+ . We set α0 := −ϑ + δ, Πaf := Π ∪ {α0 }, and Iaf := I ∪ {0}, where ϑ
is the highest root of ∆+ . Let I ⊂ b
g be the (image of the) upper-triangular subalgebra of
[b
g, b
g] (that contains h; the Iwahori subalgebra). We set U := U(I) (the enveloping algebra
of I). For each J ⊂ Iaf , we have a Lie subalgebra pJ ⊂ g[z ±1 ] generated by I and the root
subspaces of {−αi }i∈J . In case J = {i}, we might write pi or pαi instead of p{i} .
We set Waf := W ⋉ Q∨ and call it the aﬃne Weyl group. It is a reﬂection group generated
by {si | i ∈ Iaf }, where s0 is the reﬂection with respect to α0 . We also have a reﬂection
si ∈ Waf corresponding to α ∈ ∆ × Zδ ( ∆af . Let ℓ : Waf → Z≥0 be the length function
(based on Iaf ) and let w0 ∈ W be the longest element in the ﬁnite Weyl group W ⊂ Waf .
Together with the normalization t−ϑ∨ := sϑ s0 (for the coroot ϑ∨ of ϑ), we introduce the
translation element tj ∈ Waf for each β ∈ Q∨ . We set Ω to be the group of diagram
automorphism of the aﬃne Dynkin diagram of g such that Ω ⋉ Waf gives the extended aﬃne
faf . We have
Weyl group W
faf ∼
W
= W ⋉ P∨ ⊃ Waf = W ⋉ Q∨ .

faf is written as wπ for w ∈ Waf and π ∈ Ω. As Ω preserves {si | i ∈ Iaf },
Every element of W
we deﬁne
ℓ(wπ) = ℓ(πw) := ℓ(w).
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Recall that Ω permutes the set of level one dominant weights of b
g, and their projections to
h∗ induces Ω-permutations of a ﬁnite subset Λ0 of P. We call Λ0 the set of miniscule weights.
faf on P, that extends the Ω-action on Λ0 :
Below we consider the level one action of W
(
λ − hαi∨, λi αi
(i ∈ I)
si λ :=
.
∨
λ + (hϑ , λi + 1)αi (i = 0)
4.2. Convex orders on P. For λ ∈ P, we set λ+ ∈ P to be the unique dominant weight in
W λ and set λ− ∈ P to be the unique anti-dominant weight. We deﬁne three partial preorders
on P as:
λ ≤ µ ⇔ λ ∈ µ − Q+
λ ⊳ µ ⇔ λ− 6= µ− and λ− ∈ µ− + Q+
(4.1)
λ  µ ⇔ λ ⊳ µ, or λ− = µ− and λ ≥ µ.
We call ≤ the dominance order, ≺ the Cherednik order, and ⊳ the Macdonald order. Note
that we have λ ⊳ µ if and only if λ ≺ µ− . For each λ ∈ P, we consider
P[≺ λ] := {µ ∈ P | µ ≺ λ} ⊂ P[ λ] := {µ ∈ P | µ  λ}
P[⊳λ] := {µ ∈ P | µ ⊳ λ}.
By the deﬁnition of ⊳, the set P[⊳λ] is W -stable.
Theorem 4.2 (Cherednik [Ch1] §1). Let i ∈ Iaf and λ, µ ∈ P. We have:
(1) if µ and µ−mαi (m ≥ 0) belongs to P[≺ λ], then we have µ−cαi for each 0 ≤ c ≤ m;
(2) if λ  si λ, then we have si P[ λ] ∪ P[ λ] ⊂ P[ si λ];
(3) if λ  si λ, then we have si P[ λ] ⊂ P[ λ].
For λ ∈ P, let uλ ∈ W be the minimal length element such that uλ λ ∈ P− .
4.3. Lie superalgebra and the category of graded modules. Let us adopt the setup
given in Section 1.2 to the aﬃne case. Namely we consider the Lie superalgebras I[ξ] ⊂
pJ [ξ] ⊂ g[z ± ][ξ] that corresponds to the super currents from the Iwahori, parabolic assigned
with J ⊂ Iaf and aﬃne Lie algebras correspondingly. These algebras are bigraded with
respect to the (z, ξ)-gradings. We set
Z[P+ ] := Z[[q, t]] ⊗Z Z[Q+ ] and Z[P] := Z[q ±1 , t±1 ] ⊗Z[q,t][Q+ ] Z[P+ ].
Let O(I[ξ]) be the category of (z, ξ)-graded I[ξ]-modules with semi-simple h-action whose
eigenvalues belongs to P. Moreover we require that for each M ∈ O(I[ξ]) the subspace Ma,b
of z-degree a and ξ-degree b is ﬁnite-dimensional and the formal power sum
X
gch(M) :=
q a (−t)b ch Ma,b
a,b

has to belong to Z[P] what means that Ma,b = 0 for a ≪ 0 or b ≪ 0.
We denote by O(pJ [ξ]) the corresponding category of bigraded h-semisimple ﬁnitely generated modules for any parabolic subalgebra assigned with J ⊂ Iaf .
For a pair of formal series f, g ∈ Z[P] with respect to q, t and eλ (λ ∈ P) with integer
coeﬃcients, we say that g ≤ f if and only if we have the corresponding inequality for all
coeﬃcients.
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The weight support Ψ(M) of a graded module M ∈ O(I[ξ]) is the set of h-weights whose
weight space is nonzero. To each weight λ ∈ P we assign a subcategory O≺λ ⊂ O(I[ξ])
consisting of graded modules whose weight support Ψ(M) ⊂ P[≺ λ] is bounded from above
by λ with respect to the Cherednik ordering ≺.
4.4. Derived category D−
c (O(I[ξ])). The Macdonald polynomials are not polynomials in
q, t and in order to work out the corresponding categoriﬁcation we have to change the derived
category we are working with.
Definition q 4.3. A bounded from above complex of bigraded h-semisimple I[ξ]-integrable
modules
M is called convergent if for each pair (a, b) ∈ Z × Z the (z, ξ)-graded component
q
M(a,b) is a bounded complex of ﬁnite dimensional b+ -modules and for either a ≪ 0 or b ≪ 0
q
the graded component M(a,b) is empty.
The triangulated category D−
c (O(I[ξ])) is the derived category associated with the category
of convergent complexes.
Note that each moduleq M ∈ O(I[ξ]) is convergent but might be inﬁnite-dimensional,
q
however, each complex M ∈ D−
c (O(I[ξ])) admits the Euler characteristics gch(M ) of graded
supercharacters which belongs to Z[P].
We denote by q and t the endofunctors of O (and various categories constructed from O)
that raise the z-degree and ξ-degree by one, respectively.
Notation 4.4. From now on in order to underline that we are working with aﬃne root
systems we will use the simpler notation for the lower index. For example, we will write –
Di
instead of –
Dαi for i ∈ Iaf .
Proposition 4.5. The derivedfunctors: induction LIndi , restriction Resi and coinduction
RCoindi are well deﬁned adjoint functors between convergent category of complexes:
LIndi

D−
c (O(b[ξ]))

Resi

D−
c (O(pi [ξ])).

RCoindi

Proof. There exists straightforward generalization of the arguments of Section 2.2 that shows
that each module M ∈ O(I[ξ]) admits a resolution of length at most 2 by LIndi -acyclic (resp.
RCoindi -acyclic) modules from O(I[ξ]).

Note that the functor Resi commutes with limits and colimits. Its right adjoint RCoindi
commutes with colimits, respectively the left adjoint LIndi commutes with limits, whenever
they exist.
Theorem 4.6. The category D−
– i |i ∈ Iaf }, Xλ ,
c (O(I[ξ])) together with endofunctors {T
the ξ-grading shift functor t, the z-grading shift functor q and the group of diagram automorphism Ω := P/Q categorify the action of the Double Aﬃne Hecke Algebra HH on the
polynomial representation in the sense of Theorem 1.10.
Proof. The endofunctors –
Di , –
D′i as well as the endofunctors T
– i, T
– ′i has at most two nonzero
cohomological components and since they commute with direct sums/products it is enough
to prove all the relations for the bounded complexes what was already done in the proof of
Theorem 1.10.
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Let O[≺ λ] and O[ λ] denote the categories of graded I[ξ]-modules M such that the
weight support Ψ(M) ⊂ P[≺ λ] and Ψ(M) ⊂ P[ λ] correspondingly.
−
−
We denote by D−
c [≺ λ] and Dc [ λ] the full subcategories of Dc that contain complexes
of I[ξ]-modules whose homology belongs to O[≺ λ] and O[ λ] correspondingly.
Theorem 4.7. Let λ ∈ P and let i ∈ Iaf .
(1) If si λ ≺ λ, then the endofunctor –
Di preserves the full subcategory D−
c [ λ];
(2) If si λ ≻ λ, then the endofunctor –
Di maps the subcategory D−
[
λ]
to
D−
c
c [ si λ].
Proof. Since the functor –
Di commutes with limits, it is enough to check the statement of the
theorem for modules whose weight support consists of one element. Therefore, the question
reduces to the detailed observation of the sl2 -case. We showed in Example 2.13 that the
derived induction –
Di (M) (as well as T
– i (M)) has no derived components whenever the weight
support of a I[ξ]-module M consists of one element λ which is αi -dominant: hλ, αi∨i > 0. In
other words, –
Di (M) is a complex concentrated in zero homological degree and the weight
support of the I[ξ]-modules –
Di (M) is si -symmetric. In particular, the subspace of weight
si (λ) of the modules –
Di (M) as well as T
– i (M) is isomorphic to M and, moreover, T
– i (M)
∨
belongs to D−
[
λ].
On
the
other
hand,
if
hλ,
α
i
≤
0
and
the
weight
support
Ψ(M)
c
i
consists of one element λ the complex –
Di (M) is concentrated in −1’st cohomological degree
and consists of a module whose weight support is concentrated in P[ λ].

Corollary 4.8. The endofunctors –
Di preserve D−
c [ λ− ] for all i ∈ Iaf and all λ ∈ P.
∨
4.5. Y-eigen objects in D−
c (O(b[ξ])). For each fundamental coweight ωi ∈ Π with i ∈ I
af
we have the translation element tωi ∈ W with a reduced decomposition:

(4.9)

tωi = πsi1 si2 · · · siℓ

i1 , . . . , iℓ ∈ Iaf , π ∈ Ω.

This follows the presentation of the functor Y ωi which categoriﬁes the Y -elements of HH:
Y ωi = π ◦ T
– i1 ◦ T
– i2 ◦ · · · ◦ T
– iℓ .
Thanks to the categoriﬁcation Theorem 4.6 we know that the endofunctor Y ωi does not depend on the choice of a reduced decomposition. Moreover, for each µ ∈ Q∨ , the endofunctor
Y µ := Y µ+ ◦ (Y µ− )−1 is uniquely deﬁned up to an isomorphism. Here µ = µ+ − µ− with µ+
and µ− being dominant weight.
Theorem 4.10. For each module M ∈ O(I[ξ]) whose weight support Ψ(M) consist of a
unique dominant weight λ there exists a well deﬁned object EMλ (M) ∈ D−
c [ λ] such that
≤0
(ı) EMλ (M) ∈ D ;
(ıı) The subspace of weight λ in H s (EMλ (M)) is equal to zero for s < 0 and coincides
with M for s = 0;
(ııı) For all µ ∈ Q∨+ there exists an isomorphism Y µ (EMλ (M)) = q−hµ,λi (EMλ (M)).
The proof of Theorem 4.10 is based on the derived version of the Banach ﬁxed-point
Theorem applied to the generating set of pairwise commuting endofunctors Y µi , i ∈ I with
µi assembling a basis of Q∨ . The following Proposition 4.11 is the key intermediate step in
the construction of EMλ (M).
e µ the grading shift qhµ,λi ◦ Y µ of the endofunctor Y µ . We suppose that
Let us denote by Y
µ is dominant and the power q hµ,λi is the eigen value of the operator Y µ on the nonsymmetric
Macdonald polynomial Eλ .
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Proposition 4.11. Suppose that λ, µ is a pair of dominant weights and M ∈ O(I[ξ]) is an
I[ξ]-module whose weight support Ψ(M) consists of λ. Then there exists a map D−
c [ λ]:
e µi (M) → M, for i ∈ I
γ:Y

and, moreover, the z-graded component of the cohomology of the cone(γ) diﬀers from zero
only for positive powers of z.
Proof. Suppose i ∈ Iaf and αi is the corresponding simple root. Let λ be αi -dominant and
the weight support Ψ(M) = {λ} for a I[ξ]-module M. As we already mentioned the complex
–
Di (M) consists of a module concentrated in 0-th homological degree, whose weight support
is si -symmetric. In particular, the weight si (λ) belongs to the weight support Ψ(D
– i (M))
and is maximal with respect to the Cherednik order  and minimal with respect to the
dominance order ≤. Therefore, we have a quotient map –
Di (M) ։ si (M) such that M
belongs to the kernel by weight reasons. Consequently, we have the map from the cone
γi : T
– i (M) → si M. While iterating this map following the decomposition (4.9) we obtain a
collection of morphisms:
(4.12)
γiℓ−1

γi

Y µ (M) := π ◦ T
– i1 ◦ T
– i2 ◦ · · · ◦ T
– iℓ (M) →ℓ π ◦ T
– i1 ◦ T
– i2 ◦ · · · ◦ T
– iℓ−1 (siℓ (M)) → . . .
γi

→ . . . →1 πsi1 . . . siℓ (M) = tµ (M) ≃ q−hµ,λi M.
The module tµ (M) diﬀers from M only by a shift grading along the loop parameter z what is
outlined in the last isomorphism of (4.12). Moreover, for all k ≤ ℓ the weight support of the
complex Nk := T
– ik ◦ · · · ◦ T
– iℓ (M) contains a unique element ν with ν− = λ− . One can show
(by induction) that ν equals sik . . . siℓ (λ). All other weights of H(Nk ) belongs to the convex
set P[≺ λ+ ]. Suppose that kν is a one-dimensional module of weight ν, then z-grading of
tµ (kν ) is greater or equal to −hµ, ν+ i and the same bounds take place for the z-grading of
Y µ (kν ) as well as for the partial compositions πT
– i1 . . . T
– ik (kν ). Consequently, the z-grading
µ
of the cone of a morphism Ỹ (M) → M is not less than 2 = hµ, λi − maxν≺µ+ (hµ, ν+ i). 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Suppose that Ψ(M) consists of one dominant weight λ and dominant
weight µ1 , . . . , µr constitute a basis of the weight lattice Q∨ . Thanks to Proposition 4.11 we
have a collection of maps
(4.13)

...

e µi )m (γi )
(Y

e µi )m+1 (M)
(Y

e µi )m (M)
(Y

...

e µi (γi )
Y

e µi (M)
Y

γi

M.

We claim that the categorical version of the famous Banach ﬁxed point Theorem can be
easely formulated in the derived setting. The system (4.13) satisﬁes the Mittag-Leﬄer condition because each (z, ξ)-bigraded component of a convergent complexes has to be ﬁnitee µi )m (M) is a well deﬁned object
dimensional. Therefore, the homotopy colimit hocolimm (Y
−
of the category of convergent complexes Dc . Moreover, thanks to the reduced decomposition
of µi and Theorem 4.7 we know that this colimit belongs to D−
c [ λ]. The categoriﬁcation
Theorem 4.6 implies that endofunctors Y’s commute and the iterated homotopy colimit
e µ1 )∞ ◦ . . . ◦ (Y
e µr )∞ (M)
EMλ := (Y
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P
is a well deﬁned object in D−
ci µi we have Y µ = (Y µ1 )c1 ◦ . . . ◦ (Y µr )cr
c [ λ]. For each µ =
and, consequently,
P
Y µ (EMλ ) = q− ci hµi ,λi EMλ = q−hµ,λi EMλ .
Consquently, the module EMλ satisﬁes all required conditions (ı)−(ııı) of Theorem 4.10. 
Corollary 4.14. The constructed above objects EMλ associated with the one dimensional
modules kλ categorify the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials Eλ :
gch(EMλ ) = Eλ .
Proof. First, we know that the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials are eigen functions of
Y -operators and are uniquely deﬁned by this property (up to a rational function on q and
t). Second, we know that the subspace of weight λ of EMλ is one-dimensional. What follows
that gch(EMλ ) is equal to Eλ .

Corollary 4.15. The constructed above objects EMλ associated with the one dimensional
modules kλ categorify the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials Eλ and satisfy the Extperiodicity property for each ν ∈ P :
qhν,λi hom (EMλ , EMµ ) = qhν,µi hom (EMλ , EMµ ), if λ 6= µ.
q

(4.16)

q

Proof.
qhν,λi hom (EMλ , EMµ ) = hom (q−hν,λi EMλ , EMµ ) = hom (Y ν (EMλ ), EMµ ) =
q

q

q

= hom (πT
– i1 . . . T
– iℓ (EMλ ), EMµ ) = hom ((EMλ ), T
– ′iℓ . . . T
– ′i1 π −1 EMµ ) =
q

q

= hom (EMλ , (Y ν )−1 (EMµ )) = qhν,µi hom (EMλ , EMµ )
q

q


It is worth mentioning that Ext-periodicity property implies vanishing of Ext groups
whenever we know any bounds on the complex hom(EMλ , EMµ ). We will show in the preceeding Section 2.1 that for g = sl2 the Macdonald complexes EMλ are modules concentrated
in one homological degree. Therefore, the vanishing of Ext(EMλ , EMµ ) holds for diﬀerent λ
and µ for g = sl2 (Corollary 5.40 below).
4.6. Symmetrization functor. The goal of this subsection is to study the induction functor to the derived category of the representations of bigger parabolic subalgebra, namely the
current algebra g[z, ξ]. We use it to construct the categoriﬁcation of symmetric Macdonald
polynomials.
We consider the symmetrization operator P ∈ HH from [Ch2], page 324. In our notations
it is equal to:
X
P :=
Tw .
w∈W

It is shown in [Ch2] that P is divisible by Ti + 1 from the left and from the right and
consequently, the image of P belongs to the subspace of W -symmetric functions. Moreover,
the operator P is uniquely characterized up to a rational function on q, t by the following
list of properties:
(1) ∀i ∈ I one has Ti P = PTi = tP ;
(2) the image of the operator P is contained in W -symmetric functions;
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(3) if the weight µ is contained in the convex hall of the W -orbit of the dominant weight
λ, then the support of P eµ is contained in this convex hall;
(4) P f = f P whenever f is a W -symmetric function.
Lemma 4.17. The derived induction and restriction functors
−
ResI : D−
c (O(I[ξ])) ⇋ Dc (O(b[z, ξ])) : LIndI

satisfy the following properties for each i ∈ I:
(4.18)

–
Di ◦ ResI ≃ ResI ⊕ ResI ◦ t[1];

(4.19)

LIndI ◦ –
Di ≃ LIndI ⊕ LIndI ◦ t[1].

Proof. Denote by ResiI the restriction functor from the algebra g[z, ξ] to the parabolic subalgebra pi [ξ] and by LIndiI , RCoindi the corresponding derived induction and coinduction
functors. The big restriction, (co)induction is the composition of the smaller ones:
ResI = Resi ◦ ResiI ,

LIndI = LIndiI ◦ LIndi ,

RCoindiI ◦ RCoindi .

Consequently, we have
(3.12)

–
Di ◦ ResI = (Resi ◦ LIndi ) ◦ (Resi ◦ ResiI ) = (Resi ⊕ Resi t[1]) ◦ ResiI = ResI ⊕ ResI t[1].
and the similar isomorphism for the coinduction functors:
(3.8)

RCoindI ◦ –
Di = RCoindiI ◦ RCoindi ◦ Resi ◦ LIndi ≃ RCoindiI ◦ (RCoindi ⊕ LIndi ) ≃
(3.5)

≃ RCoindiI ◦ (RCoindi ⊕ RCoindi ◦ t[1]) = RCoindi ⊕ RCoindi ◦ t[1].

Thanks to the Serre duality isomorphism (3.5) we know that the inductions and the coinduction functors diﬀers by an appropriate shift, what implies Isomorphism (4.19).

Let us combine the Isomorphisms (4.19) and (4.18) into a collection of isomorphisms:
(4.20)

–
Di ◦ ResI ◦ LIndI ≃ ResI ◦ LIndI ⊕ ResI ◦ LIndI ◦ t[1] ≃ ResI ◦ LIndI ◦ –
Di .

Denote by –
DI the composition ResI ◦ LIndI in order to shorten the presentation:
(4.21) T
– i ◦–
DI = cone(Id → –
Di ) ◦ –
DI = cone(D
–I→–
Di ◦ –
DI ) ≃
(4.20)

≃ cone(D
– I → (D
– I⊕–
DI t[1])) = –
DI t[1].

By the same computations one can see that
(4.22)

–
DI ◦ T
–i=–
DI t[1].

Theorem 4.23. The composition –
DI of the restriction and the derived induction functors
LIndI
ResI
O(I[ξ]) −→ O(g[z, ξ]) −→ O(I[ξ]) categoriﬁes the Cherednik symmetrization operator P ∈
HH.
Proof. Notice that HH acts fully faithfully on the set of characters Z[P]. It implies that
the transformation rule of the supercharacter of objects in D−
c (I[ξ]) with respect to any
endofunctor is given by an element of an appropriate completion of HH. Thus, in order to
prove that the endofunctor –
DI acts on characters as operator P it is enough to explain the
categorical analogues of Properties (1)-(4):
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(1) The categoriﬁcation of Property (1) is proved in Lemma 4.17 and the preceeding
isomorphisms (4.21) and (4.22).
(2) The character of the image of the functor –
DI is symmetric with respect to the ﬁnite
Weyl group because the image of LIndI is g-integrable.
(3) Theorem 4.7 explains that the endofunctor –
DI preserves the subcategory of modules
whose weights lie in the convex hall of W λ+ for each dominant weight λ+ .
(4) Property (4) follows from the standard observation that endofunctors –
DI commutes
with taking tensor products with g-integrable modules.

Finally we are able to describe modules that categoriﬁes Macdonald polynomials:
Corollary 4.24. For each dominant weight λ ∈ Q∨+ the character of the complex
PMλ := LIndI (EMλ ) ∈ D−
c (g[z, ξ])
is proportional to the Macdonald (symmetric) polynomial Pλ .
Proof. Cherednik symmetrization operator P maps a nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomial
Eλ to a polynomial which is proportional to a symmetric Macdonald polynomial Pλ+ where
λ+ is the dominant weight in the W orbit of λ.

5. Macdonald modules for sl2
c2 . Deﬁne the following
Let us denote by I := b+ + zsl2 [z] the Iwahori subalgebra of sl
cyclic I[ξ]-modules.

Definition 5.1. Take k ∈ Z≥0 . The cyclic module EM−kω is the graded cyclic module
generated by the cyclic vector w−kω of q, t-degree 0, weight −kω subject to the following list
of relations:
(5.2)

f z a ξ bw−kω = 0, a > 0, b = 0, 1; ek+1 w−kω = 0; hξw−kω = 0.

The cyclic module EMkω is the graded cyclic module with the cyclic vector wkω of q, t-degree
0, weight kω and the following relations:
(5.3)

ez a ξ b wkω = 0, a ≥ 0, b = 0, 1; (f z)k wkω = 0; hξwkω = 0.

We call these modules by global nonsymmetric Macdonald modules.
Remark 5.4. The module EM−kω is the π-automorphism twist of the module EM(k+1)ω .
We need local versions of these modules.
Definition 5.5. The quotient module EMkω = EMkω /hhi[z]wkω is called the local nonsymmetric
Macdonald module.
Remark 5.6. Note that in diﬀerence to ordinary nonsuper Weyl modules the kω-weight
space of EMkω is not one dimensional because we have a nontrivial action of some elements
hq a ξ, a > 0 on the generator. One more diﬀerence is that EMkω is not a restriction of any
module over the whole current algebra.
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5.1. The module EM−ω and its deformation. In this subsection we study the properties
of the smallest nontrivial nonsymmetric Macdonald module EM−ω .
Proposition 5.7. The elements w−ω , hzξw−ω , ew−ω , eξw−ω assemble a basis of the module
EM−ω and its supercharacter is equal to:
e−ω (x, q, t).
(1 − qt)x−1 + (1 − t)x = E
Proof. Using PBW theorem we have that EM−ω has a basis of the following form:
se
Y

ci c′i

ez ξ

i=1

sh
Y

bi b′i

hz ξ

i=1

sf
Y

′

f z ai ξ ai w−ω .

i=1

Relations from Deﬁnition 5.1 imply sf = 0 and bi ≥ 1. Relations from Deﬁnition 5.5 imply
b′i = 1. Further we have for d > 0:
1
(5.8)
ez d w−ω = − f z d · e2 w−ω = 0.
2
Thus for d > 0:
(5.9)

hz d+1 ξw−ω = f ξ · ez d w−ω = 0.

Thus −ω-weight space of EM−ω is linearly generated by w−ω and hzξw−ω that are linerly
independent by degree reasons.
Moreover we have for d > 0:
1
(5.10)
ez d ξw−ω = hξ · ez d w−ω = 0.
2
Moreover by the analogous computations we obtain for any d > 0, d′ = 0, 1:
′

ez d ξ d hzξw−ω = 0.
What remains consists of monomials ew−ω and eξw−ω that are linearly independent by
degree reasons and span the ω-weight space of EM−ω .
Finally, we have:
1
eξ · ew−ω = hξ · e2 w−ω = 0.
4
This completes the proof.

e2ω (x, q, t).
Corollary 5.11. EM2ω has character equal to E
Proof. It follows from Remark 5.4.



The action of the free commutative algebra k[hz, hz 2 , . . . ] = U(h[z]) on the cyclic vector
w−ω 7→ hz k w−ω extends to the right action on the global nonsymmetric Macdonald module
EM−ω by automorphisms. The essential image of this action is isomorphic to k[hz] thanks
to the equality:
hz k w−ω = (hz)k w−ω
that is well known in the nonsuper case [CP].
Thus the local module EM−ω is the quotient of EM−ω by the ideal generated by hzw−ω
that leads to the following deformation EMα−ω of the module EM−ω :
Definition 5.12.

EMα−ω = EM−ω /h(z − α)w−ω .
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The module EMα−ω is not z-graded, but still inherits the ξ-degree and the weight decomposition.
Lemma 5.13. EMα−ω has a basis w−ω , hzξw−ω , ew−ω , eξw−ω .
Proof. As we know from Proposition 5.7 the elements w−ω , hzξw−ω , ew−ω , eξw−ω are linearly
independent for a = 0, hence they are linerly independent for generic α. Moreover, from
c2 we know that for d > 0:
the theory of Weyl modules for nonsuper Lie algebra I ⊂ sl
ez − αd w−ω = 0. Therefore, we have:
h(z − α)d+1 ξw−ω = −f zξ · e(z − α)d w−ω = 0.

Thus −ω-weight space has a basis {w−ω , hzξw−ω }.
Also we have:
1
e(z − α)d ξw−ω = hξ · e(z − α)d w−ω = 0.
2
The following relations
e · h(z − α)ξw−ω = 0

and

e · eξw−ω = 0

are the straightforward generalizations of the one explained in the nondeformed case.



As one can see from the proof of Lemma 5.13 the following relations are satisﬁed in EMα−ω :
(5.14)

ez k w−ω = αk ew−ω ;
hz k ξw−ω = αk hξw−ω ;
ez k ξw−ω = αk eξw−ω .

Corollary 5.15. The algebra k[hz] acts freely on EM−ω .
5.2. Fusion product. Take k diﬀerent numbers α1 , . . . , αk . Consider the following module:
(5.16)

1 ,...,αk
k
1
EMα−kω
:= EMα−ω
⊗ · · · ⊗ EMα−ω
.

1 ,...,αk
Proposition 5.17. EMα−kω
is cyclic.

Proof. There is a standard trick introduced in [FL] showing that Relations 5.14 implies that
the product of k cyclic vectors w := w−ω ⊗ · · · ⊗ w−ω is a cyclic for this module.

1 ,...,αk
Next we prove that the module EMα−kω
satisﬁes the deﬁning relations of EM−kω . More
precisely:

Lemma 5.18.
(5.19)

f z a ξ bw = 0; hξw = 0; ek+1w = 0.

Proof. The ﬁrst two relations hold because elements f z a ξ b and hξ annihilate the cyclic
vectors in all tensor factors. The last equality holds because the element e1+1 annihilates
these vectors.

The universal enveloping algebra U(sl2 [z, ξ]) is bigraded with respect to current parameters
z,ξ. Denote by Fm the sum of subspaces of this algebra whose z-degree is ≤ m, by F q the
1 ,...,αk
corresponding ﬁltration of U(sl2 [z, ξ]) and we denote by Fm (EMα−kω
) the subspace Fm w
given by ﬁltration on the cyclic vector w. We put F−1 := {0}. Deﬁne:
M
1 ,...,αk
(5.20)
grF EMα−kω
:=
Fm /Fm−1 .
m≥0
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1 ,...,αk
The module grF EMα−kω
is graded by z-degree, ξ-degree and weight. By construction it
is generated by the image of the element w.

Proposition 5.21. The assignment w−kω 7→ w extends to the surjective homomorphism of
sl2 [z, ξ]-modules:
1 ,...,αk
EM−kω ։ grF EMα−kω
.

(5.22)
In particular, dim EM−kω ≥ 4k .

α1 ,...,αk
Proof. It is suﬃcient to show that the cyclic vector of grF EM−kω
satisﬁes the deﬁning
a b
relations of EM−kω . More precisely, we know that elements f z ξ , hξ and e1+1 annihilate
the cyclic vectors in all tensor factors. Consequently, we have

(5.23)

f z a ξ b w = 0;

hξw = 0;

ek+1 w = 0.

1 ,...,αk
The subspace of EMα−kω
spanned by vectors of ξ-degree zero and weight −kω is onedimensional. Therefore, the element hz k annihilates the cyclic vector for any k > 0 in the
1 ,...,αk
graded module grF EMα−kω
.


Corollary 5.24. dim EM(k+1)ω ≥ 4k .
Proof. This follows from the action of the diagram automorphism π.



5.3. Decomposition procedure. In this subsection we construct four component ﬁltration
on the module EM−kω such that the corresponding subquotients are isomorphic to modules
EM−(k+1)ω and EMkω with shifted degree. We use this result to compute the supercharacters
of these modules.
Take the following four elements of the module EM(−k+1)ω :
(5.25)

w1 := w; w2 := ek+1 w1 ; w3 := hξw2 ; w4 := (f z)k+1 w3 .

We deﬁne the submodules generated by the aforementioned vectors:
(5.26)

DMi := U(I[ξ])wi ⊂ EM(−k+1)ω .

We obviously have the following sequence of inclusions of modules:
DM1 ⊃ DM2 ⊃ DM3 ⊃ DM4
and the subsequent Lemma explains the inductive description of the successive quotients
Proposition 5.27. The assignments wλ 7→ wi of the cyclic vectors extend to the following
list of epimorphisms
(5.28)

X−ω EM−kω ։ DM1 /DM2 ;

(5.29)

Xω EM(k+1)ω ։ DM2 /DM3 ;

(5.30)

Xω tEM(k+1)ω ։ DM3 /DM4 ;

(5.31)

X−ω qk+1 EM−kω ։ DM4 ;

Proof. Note that all successive quotients DMi /DMi+1 are cyclic modules by construction
and the grading shifts are adapted in order to have a cyclic vector of the same weight and
(z, ξ)-degree in the correcponding nonsymmetric Macdonald module. So in order to have
well deﬁned morphisms (5.28)-(5.31) one has to check the deﬁning relations of the Macdonald
module.
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• The relations for w1 follows directly from the deﬁning relations of EM(−k)ω .
• From the theory of Weyl modules we have:
hz l w2 = 0, l > 0; (f z)k+1 w2 = 0; ez l w2 = 0, l ≥ 0.
Moreover from the theory of Weyl modules for l > 0 we have: ek ez l w = 0. Now we
get:
1
eξw2 = eξek+1 w =
hξ ek+2 w = 0
2(k + 2)
and for l > 0
1
ez l ξw2 = ez l ξek+1w = (hz l eξek+1 − 2(k + 1)eξek ez l )w = 0.
2
Moreover, by deﬁnition we have: hξw2 ∈ DM3 what implies the map (5.29).
• We have [hz l , hξ] = [ez l ξ, hξ] = 0. Therefore we get for l > 0:
hz l w3 = hz l hξw2 = hξhz l w2 = 0;
ez l ξw3 = ez l ξhξw2 = hξez l ξw2 = 0.
hξw3 = hξhξw2 = 0,
because hξ is odd.
1
ek eξw. Hence:
Note that w3 = 2(k+1)
ez l w3 = 0.
Finally by deﬁnition we have:
(f z)k+1 w3 ∈ DM4 .
• PBW theorem implies that w4 ∈ U(hhi[z, ξ])w. Therefore we obtain that the elements
′
ez l ξ l , l ≥ 0 hz l , l > 0 and hξ annihilate this element.
Finally we have:
ek+1 w4 = ek+1 (f z)k+1 w3 ∈ k[hz, hz 2 , . . . ]w3 .
Thus ek+1 w4 = 0 because of relations satisﬁed by the element w3 .

The diagrammatic automorphism π allows one to deﬁne the 4-term ﬁltration of the nonsimmetric local Macdonald module EM(k+2)ω with surjections of smaller Macdonald modules
on the successive quotients:
EM(k+1)ω ։ DM1 /DM2 ;
X−ω qk+1 EM−kω ։ DM2 /DM3 ;
X−ω qk+1 tEM−kω ։ DM3 /DM4 ;
Xω qk+1 tEM(k+1)ω ։ DM4 .
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Theorem 5.32. The character of nonsymmetric Macdonald module EMkω is equal to the
ekω (x, q, t). In particular,
integral form of the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomial E
dim EM−kω = dim EM(k+1)ω = 4k

and all surjections EM· ։ DMi /DMi+1 are isomorphisms.

Proof. The inductive description of EM−kω explained in Proposition 5.27 implies the upper
bound dim EM−kω ≤ 4 dim EM(1−k)ω . Together with the base of induction dim EMω =
dim EM0 = 1 we have
dim EM−kω = dim EM(k+1)ω ≤ 4k .

(5.33)

The lower bound discovered in Proposition 5.21 implies the equality in (5.33). Moreover, all
succecive quotients DMi /DMi+1 has to be isomorphic to the appropriate shift of the smaller
nonsymmetric Macdonald module. The corresponding recursive formula for the characters
of Macdonald modules that follows from the decomposition (5.28)-(5.31) coincides with the
well known recurrent formulas outlined in [RY].

5.4. Eigenvalues. The goal of this subsection is to prove that the modules EMmω are
eigenobjects for the endofunctor Y ω := πT
– 1 and its inverse Y −ω := T
– ′1 π in the categorical
sense:
Theorem 5.34. There are isomorphisms
(5.35)

Y ω (EMmω ) ≃ q−m EMmω ; if m > 0

(5.36)

Y −ω (EMmω ) ≃ t−1 qm EMmω ; if m ≤ 0.

Lemma 5.37. For m > 0 the module Ind1 (EMmω ) = H 0 (LInd1 (EMmω )) is the cyclic module
with the generator w−mω yielding the following relations:
(5.38)

f z a ξ b w−mω = 0, a ≥ 0, b = 0, 1; (e)m+1 w−mω = 0; hξw−mω = 0.

Proof. By deﬁnition we have that the sl2 [z, ξ] induced module U(sl2 [z, ξ] ⊗U (I[z,ξ]) EMmω is
the cyclic module generated by the element wmω satisfying the following relations:
(5.39)

ez a ξ b wmω = 0, a ≥ 0, b = 0, 1; (f )m+1 wmω = 0; hξwmω = 0.

The straightforward check shows that the sl2 [z, ξ]-module, yielding Relations (5.39) is ﬁnitedimensional and, therefore, is integrable. Thus, the module deﬁned by Relations (5.39) is isomorphic to Ind1 (EMmω ). The Weyl group automorphism s1 keeps the module Ind1 (EMmω ),
s1 (wmω ) = w−mω and s1 maps Relations (5.39) to Relations (5.38).

(proof of Theorem 5.34). Suppose that m > 0. The presentation (5.38) implies the isomorphism of I[ξ]-modules:
(5.29)

Res1 ◦ Ind1 (EMω ) ≃ DM2 /DM3 ≃ X−ω qm EM(−m+1)ω
Consequently, we have:
H 0 (T
– 1 EMmω ) = H 0 (cone(EMmω → –
D1 (EMmω )))
and is isomorphic to the quotient X −ω EM(−m+1)ω . The direct comparison of relations explains the following isomorphism:
πX −ω EM(−m+1)ω ≃ q −m EMmω .
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The functor T
– 1 has only 0 and −1’st nontrivial cohomology and it remains to show that
−1’st cohomologies of T
– 1 EMmω vanishes. The latter follows from the equality of characters
that makes sence due to the main categoriﬁcation Theorem 1.10:
emω =
gch(H 0 (πT
– 1 (EMmω ))) = gch(q−m EMmω ) = q −m E
emω ) = gch(Y ω EMmω ) = gch(πT
= Y ω (E
– 1 EMmω )

emω = E
emω (x, q, t) denotes the integral form of the nonsymmetric MacdonHere, as before, E
fm diﬀers from Em by a certain polynomial depending on q, t such that
ald polynomial Em . E
f
Em is a polynomial in q,t with integral coeﬃcient and, therefore, is an eigen vector of the
endofunctor Y ω .
The proof for m ≤ 0 is completely analogous and is based on the isomorphism:
Res1 ◦ Ind1 (EM−kω ) = DM3 t[1].

Corollary 5.40. The modules EMλ constitute an orthogonal basis of the derived category
D−
c (O(I[ξ])).
Proof. We have Ext(EMλ , EMν ) = 0 whenever λ 6= ν thanks to Isomorphisms (4.16).
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